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Holland City News.
VOL.

VIII.— no.

HOLLAND,

c>.

Packing ami shipping will

Osneral Dealari.'

(Site

Ytollaml (Sity ileit’O.

•

CIN,

HQLIAND

OTTO

11.,

Wizonaakeriml BlaUimittr

%1.50 jk’r year if jmd !in ndrnncr; |/.7J if
juiuL at three utjnt/ut, and $.'.00 if
pyid at «is mont/u.

I\1JKE.MAJ.

C. Wagon, and Blacksmith
Shop. Horseshoeingand all kinds of repairing done. Eighth Streeta few doors west of River.
<fc

JOB PRINTINO PROMPTLYAND NEATLY DONE.

Uut

Uarksti.

MUONK,

C., Wholesale Dealer in a. I kinds of
Meat. Pats the highest price for cattle.
Zeeland. Ottawa Co.,
sS ly

I)

Rail Roads.

Mich.

I

nUTKAUJfc VANZOEREN,New

Meat Market, near corner Eighth and Fish Street, All
kinds of sausages conaiantly on hand.

Onicigo & West Michigan R. R.
Tiktn Eject, Wed

ne# Uiy

Jan.

IT"

1, 1879.

(I

“
••
“
“

ITAN DKRHAAR, H., Dealer in

JliUtuui,
j li 00 a. in.

Fresh, Salt,
uud Smoked Meats and Vegetables ; paper
and twine; Slh street.

11.55 a. in.

f 5.13 “
3.30 p. m.

MxsaUctorlu,Xllli, Skcpf, Ite.

•*

“

t

9 20

p.m.

V

MuMkegon, Pt-niwHler

••
“

R. K., Mauulaciurerof audDealeriii
Agricultural Implenicata; commi**iou ageul
for Mowiiir.MuchiIie8•cor. 10th 4 River Hired.

JAi’ELS. VAN PUTTKN A CO., Proprietors'
of JHugger Milt; Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) m ar foot of 8lh atreet.
I

I

Hu Halo

C’lticago.3

“
"
“

** f

1.50 rt.m.

*•
“ *

“

10

12.15 “

*

3 23 p. in.

m.
9.35 “

10 45 »•

I

(

Y

5.53

tt

L

ikfALMH, H., Notary Public, Couveyancur,

fY

dory.

Store,

4 811, il. L. Surgeonsand Physicians.UOce
iV his roAiUance,Uroryael, Mich.

TfC BRIDE. P. H., Attorney anil Counselor at
111 Law, and Proctor iu Admiralty.No. 11
Kiver street.

1

Physicianand Burgeon: OfBce
corner Eleventh and River >treot oppesit#

Law

to ff feet ...............

C fo

“

I KDEBOER,

\IC CULLGCIl TH08.. Physician, Surgeon and
1
Accoucuer. Office, Vnu Pullen's Drug. More,
Holland, Michigan.

^

AN PUITKN JACOB,

Banking and t.’ollecttug, Oraf.s hougul aud sold; EigUtu OCUOUTEN, R
9

O

ly

FkPorapiiir.
I I

\K GROUT,

L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
shampooiiiug, nair-dyoiug. etc., done at reu
aoaahle rates. Baruer shop next door to thct ity
14-ly ’

Hold.

IX

XI

1

IGoIN'S.B.

p. the leading Photographer,
GaJlery opposite this office.

rAUPKI.L,II., Manufacturerof anddealeria
Uaruess,1 ranks, saddles and Whips;

V

Csaniiilra KircU&t.

EACH

II

Bito'8, Commission Merchants, and

dealer* iu Grain, Flour aud Produce. Highest market price paid for w heat. Office in Brick
store cor. Kignth x r ish streets,Holland, Midi. 17

'I'K RoLLE

X

R, O. J., Generaldealer in Tobacco,
Cigars. Snurt, Pipe*, etc. ; Eighth street.

VJ

A, BRKYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
and dealers In Fancy Goods; Corner »f Market and Eighth Street.
I

4 to ff feet, good slock

“

7

5 to

Duke..

\TAN PIITTEN, Wm., Dealer iu

Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Ukku'a Family Medicines;Eighth St.
elites,

W. Blom,

N. 0.

fl111

Bloc*c

Druggist4 Pharmacist; a

°r

r

appertaining to the bus-

home

Rri.l'lar Communication of Unity Lodue>
4 A. M.. will he held at Masonic Hal
Hollaiul, Mich., on Wednesday evening, March
yfKVEIt. II. 4 CO., Dealers iu all kinds of Fur- 5, at 7 o'clock, sharp.
nitaru,Curtalns, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Otto Buetman. W. M.
Picture Frames,etc. ; River street.
C.B. Wynne See'u.
191. F.

-

JL

1875.
LOWELL NURSERIES.
1879.

3 to 4

all lovers of bric-a hrac;

and there are

other short papers, especially some spark-

feet..

MassachusettsSupreme Court. The clerk
of contract, they
.15
.20

The evidence on the part
shov’d that the clerk had
indulgedin familiaritytoward the guests
who did nothing to invite it, aud had

had expired.
of the defence

.25

thereby injured the business of his em-

.............................
Orange, 2 “ ....... ......................
Rues Mammoth, 2 feet ....................
feet

.15

ployers. It was admitted that the clerk

.25

was

.40

SWEET CHESTNUT.

15.00
.95
.40
1.00
2.00

DOZEN.
1.20

Houghton Seedling,...................................... .... .
Downing. Smith Improved. ...................... ................

1.50
2.M)

HUND.
1

THOUS.

............................
...................................

10.00
10.00

1.50
1.50

1

1000

50

STRAWBERRIES.

of rapid growth, valuable for fruit aad

EACH.

....................................... .20
................................ .80
ff to
extra heavy ............................
.50
Mountain Aah, American, 8 to 10 feet .......................... ..50
European, 8 lo 10 “ .....................
.30
Weening Willow, Kilmonark ............................
1 00
Cataipa, 6 to 7 feet ......................................
.75
Kurojiean hirch, 5 to 7 feet ...............................
.40
selected

HUND.
1

5

00

23.00

......................

“

-ball,Persian Lilac,

Strong plants,4

“

to 5 feet

3 to

4 “

Chamber's Cyclopedia of English
new Acme edition, is

Literature, in the

ular,

make it still more pophave further reduced the prices.

Purchasersordering before April 30th will
30.00

.40

get the eight volumes complete, in paper,
for $1.75; cloth, $2.50;

half morocco, gilt

top, for $3.20. Sample volumes sent post-

Sweet Syrlnga, Prunus Trilobata.

.................................
.................................

paid for 30 cents, 45 cents, 65 cents, and 90

.40
.25

cents. This
20.00

est

works

derful in
at.

feet.

!

Chlneie HerbaceousPaeoueas, iu varieties,fragrant
Climbing Honev-suckles ........... .............
Tree Paeouca,Ranktii............................ .

the loss of his situation.The com-

plaint was dismissedwith cosU.

the publishers,to

SHRUBS.
Kuonymaa, Snow

Politeness,added the Court, costs noth-

meeting with such extraordinarysale that

“

feet

it

ing: but the want of it had cost the plaintiff

to 5 feet

transplanted, 6

:

may he customaryfor

a person to address his junior clerka or under
servants by their Christian or surnames,
to address others so thews a want of respect, and the party so addressed would
naturally evade contact in the future with
any one who had previously so addreased

G.00

1.00
2.00
2.00

“
ORNAMENTAL STOCK.

American Elm,

The Court further held

him.”

Wilson, Col. Cheeny, Kentucky,Green Prolific ...................
Captain Jack, Monarch of the West, 50 eb. d<»z ..................
Sterling, Duichess, Great American “
“ ..................

“

insulting to the party so addresed. To
address a party by his surname only, shows
a want of respect,and would Imply that
the party so addressed was beneath the
parly addressing;therefore it it discourteous, and would he considered iusulitng.
To speak of employers by their surnimea
only, shows a great want of ros|>ect»on
the part of employee toward the employer”

“While

Cluster, (Black)..*

8

address

is uncalled-for familiarity, and, therefore,

10.00

50

RASPBERRIES.

6 “

their

"To

mutely connected,socially and otherwise,

VINES.

CURRANTS.

5 to

surnames only. The Court said:
a person by his Christian
name, unless the parties have been intiby

15.00
25.00

.20
.30

Strong hearing vines, transplanted.
Conrad, ha Siealina,Hartford.
Strong, l yrs , ^ouw/i. 8al«m, Iona, Dclcware. Wilder. Martha, Merrimack..
Lady, Worden, Brighton
Moors early

“
“

in the habit of addressing guests aud

others either by their Christian names or

Valuablefor Shade, Fruit and Timber.
4 to 5 fed .................................
5 to ff feet heavy ...........................

tree,

having dischargedhim

before the period covered by the contract

QUINCES.

Mammoth

his employersfor breach

of a hotel sued

.

GRAPE

Girls,” which,

Hotel clerks and others Interestedshould

Alexander,Amsdens June, extra curly .......
Angers, 2

on -Dangerous

take notice of a recent decisionof tbo

Crawford,Late Crawford,Karly Barnard. Hills Chill, Foster, Jaques
Rare Ripe. Yellow Raro Ripe, Mountain Kiwe, llaie's Katly, Louisa.

1

Established in the year 1875.

delightful glimpse of

A Quiet Little Bint.

DcutzUi QraHtis.WeiscWn Rosen. Spirea Balardl, Bplrea I’runifo'ea,gplrca
Lauceolata. We ijelia Amaballs 2 to 3 feet ..................................
Pyrus Jopouicn, '.Japan (Quince,)a beautllul flowering shrub, hardy, very desirable for ornamental hedges, 2 to 3 feet ..............................

PRICE LIST FOE THE SPUING OF 1879.

a

Brazil. A Bit of Old Satsu-

life iu

found entertaining by everybody.

4 to 5

Transplanted4

A

No.

furaltu-fl.

by Annie

in Lousiana; while another lady

writer gives us

Work MorretloJUivWood. Yellow Spanish. Ohio

Sweet Chestnut, beautiful shade

a. n.

Village in the South,”

with the serials and short stories, will be

timber.
ic

engravings. The second chapter

old

“My

ling gossip

obtaining trees for planting from localises not onlr exempt, but entirely
isolated trom anr possibletaint of the disease.The stock of desirable
v* ietiea suitablefor spring planting In great!) reduced. But we have
large
Fall of 1879.

Visiting brothers arecordially invited.
G. A. Konino, It. S.

luoss

23 00

-Fruit large, bright red. of oxcellant quality, very hard? and productive, valuable for family use and for market. This variety of red ra»p
berry is the best honey producing plant known. It Is In bloom ten days
earlier than while clover and remainsseveral weeks In blossom ..........

Drugs, Medi- of each week

with

bright with humor,

ma,” by ProfessorGriffs, should be read

of

Philadelphia,(Red)

fumeries. River street.

from

by

The demand for thi« excellent fruit in yearly incroasinsr,
while oa account of
ihe ravages of the yellows,the supply from the principlepearh growing
sections of this state has greatly diminished, hence ihe utmost Importance

08L1N

I. 0. Of 0. FHoi.LANDCllyLodge, No. HH, IndependentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at odd
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening

all their traits

Europe are enthusiastically described
II. M. Benson. “Mo Here — the Life

Beauty, Eaily Purple, Black Tartarian, Napoleon.

11

HEBKR.

25.00
40.00

TURNER

l). R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Medicines, Fancy Goods, Toilet Art Iclos and Per-

and

Porter, leads us into the inlimileof domes-

selected ..........................................

Karlu Richmond,May

in Drugs and Mediciues, Paints and Oils, Brushes, 4c. Physician s prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth si.

yf EKNGS,

of

tic life

.....................................

*)

lyiESBCRG. J. O., Dealer

who

can do. The gorgeous “Ancient Decorative Stuff’s” of the churches and museums

of

Kitlnlinny, Wilsons early ..............................

Dmgi aal Eelisiaei.

WALSH

23.00

BLACKBERRIES.

l Y EE, I). M., Dental durgeon ; residuuceand offlee on litgutn street, opposiic Vau Raalte>
bnoe store.

Dean depicts
only one

riched by portraits and other reproductions

CHERRIES.

Deitiit.

Watchai aal Jevalrj.

“Enga sparkling

gives us the fruit of careful research, en-

GOOSEBERRIES.
f

time

and the Legend,” by J. Brander Mathews,

Cherry, La Versailles,White Grape, Black Naples, Victoria ........

Traces lai Cigars.

first

...

Kigbtti street.

13

!

by

4 to 5 feet.
5 to 0 *' ..............................................
• .
Canada Kyy, Red Egg, Late Damson, Lombard, Washington,
Jefferson, Germau Prune.
Wii.d Go'osk.— New, hardy, produclive, fruit large, bright red,
promisiug,4 to ff feet ..................................

A. City Payaiclan. Office at the
First Ward Drug store, 8th b.rect.

Barken.
1

eyes keenly opeu
20.00

homo” as

them, and has noted

I

30.00

"

ki;hUi street.

Ba:ki:| »:! Ezckxcgo.

pencil. Hen-

herself thoroughly at home amoi^g

is

4 to ff
selected, very strong .....
Lou ite Bonne, Dutches, Clapp's Favorite, ttsbantVs Hummer, BufFam,
Beurrie Diel.

F, S., Physicianand Suigron;

1J

a deft

own. Mary

the “ Hoosicrs at

F.arly

EYCK. .1., Attorney at Law aud t'ollecilug
otlice at reaideuce,on tighth •irset, tear Chi.
Agent. OiHccin Kenyon & Van Pullen's baiiK «fc M. L. 8. K. R. crossing.

street.

delicacyall his

7 “

3 years, 3 to 4 feet, fine trees ...............

“

and

who appears for the

lish Vignettes,”traced with

DWARF PEARS.

public square.

H^N

X

,l

a loving pen

in the garh of illustrations, gives us

selected heavy.
Bartlett, Buff a in, Sheldon. Scclcel,Doyenne- Ih**oek, Flemish Beauty,
Clapp's Favoiile, Belle Lucretive, lyuon, Oahauds Summer,
Vicar, Howell, Lawrence, Beurro de Anjou.

at

J EDKBoER, B.

Attorney and Councillor at
corner of River and eighth atreols.

with

PEACHES.

4 NNIS. T. E., Physician-residsneo, opposite
Xa. S. W. cor. Public (Square.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; River street.

IJARKS^W. II.

“

tnh street.

FkYtleUn

OWARD. M.

11

Standard trees, 5

one on a ‘'Pilgrimageto the Shrines of
Old Virginia,” and pictureathe old life
ry James,

.30

and Inaurauee Agent. Ufflce. City I}ruu

Attcrmy*.

TT

14.00
18.00

PLUMS.

CO., Proprietors of the
Phoenix Planiue Mill. All aiudsof building material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.

Mlxt‘8 trains.
\17TLMS, P. H. Manufacturer of WocJdeu, aud
t Daily except Sunday and Monday.
Iron and Wood comhinatioa Pumps. Cor; Daily except. SAtu.uay.
loth
and Rivet streets.
i Mondays only.
.All other trains daily except Sun aya.
Hstarr Fioii:i
All trains on this road, wni be ruo by Chicago
time which is A) minutes later than Columbus
|>08T,
HKNKY
I)., Keal Eitate aud lusurancv
time.
Agent, .Notary Publta and Conveyaucar;Collection* made la Holland and vloiuiiy.

ire

|

PEARS.

\rERBKEK, U. W..A

•

business J

General Strother (“Porte Crayon”) takes

I

EAI.D,

I I

II

5.23 a. m.
3.35 p. m.
* 0 10 ••

m.
10 .53 “
9.23 p. m.

et Hij' Kaptds.*10.25 a.

New

CITE, f.. Dealer in all kinds of meats and
vegetables;Meat Market on 8th street.

t/oiUtnd,

rand K.tpidfl.

special dispositionto handle them eonamore.

good stock, medium size ...........................
.10
5 to 7 cel, selected .......................................... .20
.30
C to 8 •* extra heavy, for village lots and gardens .............
Pewaukee, new, large red apples; of good quality, very liurdy,
.30
very produclive, a good keeper ............................
Warjcner, Baldwin, FaUwaUr, Northern Spy, King, Greening,
Golden Russell, Seek-no lurlber, Grimes Golden, Yellow
Bellflower, Ramin), Ohio Nonpariel,Talimau Sweet, Suow,
Maiden’s Blush, Duchess Oldenshurg, Sweet Bough, Golden
Sweet. Chenango Strawberry,Early Harvest, Tetofski,Red
Astrachan.Improved Crab— The improved crabs are Vulu
able for their extreme hardiness, great productivenessand
the many uses made of them. Several of the new varieties are
of fine quality for ihe table. Transcendant, Hislop, Marengo,
Coral, Whitney’sNo. 20, Montreal Beauty .................

IV

Liavt

Arrivtat
Train*.

all to

to 0 feet,

•1

by writers who seem one and
have chosen their themes from a

ally treated

I

Terms of Sabsoription:

offers a

of contrihutionanot only varied aud

list

slock of apples for the Spring trade is large and of good
([Utility.We can furnish many varietiesin small quaniiliesnot
enumerated in this list. Varieties,in Italic*, we cau luruish in
large quantities.

Livery and Sale Stable;
il Ortlce of Dally Stage Line to san^ntuck, bib
street, near Market.

Editor and I'ublit'ier.

I).

Our

class

VTIBBELINK,J.

HUN

attractive,hut will) suhjectasympathetic*

si

DOESHUHG,

J.

370.

Llpplncofs Kagliine-

APPLES.

liOONE II., Livery and Sale Staolc. Ofllce
1> and barn on Market reel. Everythingllrst-

UFFIt’K : VAN LANDEULND'S BLOCK.

EACH.

FRUIT DEPARTMENT.

Llverrjai Cala Sutler

EMI

•

sufficientto

NO.

LippinootVsMnyizine for April

(Jiiod*,Groceries, Crockery.lluU and CajiH,
Fl'»ur, Provisions, etc. ; River »t.

PUBLISHED EVEUY 8ATUKDAY AT

and charges made

Ooncral Dealers, in Dry

V

W3EKLT NEWSPAPER,

be carefully done

WHOLE

22,1879.

cover expense of material.

IfAN PUTTKN 0„

A

SATURDAY, MARCH

MICIL,

.20
l.OOtol.50

its

oo

and terms
15.00

is

not only one of the choic-

in the

language,but really won-

low price. Specimen pages

to clubs will be sent free

on

re-

ceipt by the publishers,the American
Book Exchange, 55

Beekman Bt., N. Y.

ROSES.

^^ent

County

^chigan^ ^ ^

^ou^'eas^ °f ^0Lue^

Queen Prairie.King Prairie, Yellow Harrison..
Village,

SpSSSHSS
we
can
WbiCh we h“Ve btCn r‘rorcd'

unde^cu'ui’vl.tlun
ex"""mi'lun°ruur Dur8crP Kro“"d», 300,030

gT"

"re

lP;>r<:

TEEE3 and

PLANTS

"“I® 'o pliint— the varieties are more relUble— end

Irom'dfsUnTlocalUieli ne^ 'vllhulJl incurrlnH.u"! risk and expense of transportation

0U'' °r grealer Vi80r

A„..

Y'

”11 hardi"00d

“JPerie"c«;<( tliiny years in Hie nursery business(lOvesrsin Michigan)

tlonln tills

StTtf6

b"81 8eled,",‘"f vurielie8'or ll|c various purposes of cultiva-

Ce-n' ull°Wed

lo

ran .'Ifnll0 P,^cp1H^e<l, ‘V fl,!rnl,h
cun assure all who deal with us of

fr"m CATAL°GUE

PRICES when caab

niu\ Isirfft PUtnUvt at
entire salifaction.

der Act, so far as it applies to the issue of

Government notes in time

.40

EVERGREENS.
Norway

(i
•<
“
.«

** •• <i •«
•« «• «i (• ^
“ twice .. ii^ 2^“
i.

Spruce, three times transplanted, ff feet

A large lot of

“

the last size (l^toSfl).
are designed for that purpose.

“ ““ “ “
“
“ “ “ ••
“ “ •“ “
“ “ “ “
“ “

1.00
.73

it

“

it

t0 s|

..50

.30
.20

••

They makes

25.00
15.00

beautiful hedge, and

Austrian Pine, twice transplanted 3 to 4 feet.

5 “

on his side
a case through the
and up to and through the

.00

the costs and other expenses

selected 5 feet .............
Scotch Pine, Twice transplanted, 0 to 7 feet

.75

incurred in carrying

0 “
to 5 “
to 3 u

5 to

,

4

.

2

1.00

lower courts

.75

Supreme Court.

.50
.25

.

Balsam Fir, twice transplanted, 1*^ feet.
.
Savin Juniper, \lA feet ....................
.

M.

de

Lass cps, of

Suez Canal fame,

.40

.

JAMES

having

Butler, each gentleman agreeing to bear

.40

.

4 to

proposes to take the Isthmus of Darien

.50
.30

at

i,

reduced rales, and

of peace,

a legal tender for private
debts, is about to he brought to a test in
the Supreme Court of Ihe United States, by
an agreement between Mr. 8. B. Chittenden, member of Congress for the Brooklyn
(N. Y.) district, and General Benjamin F.
the quality of

10 iinches.

paldldiwlv?f;'of'et”£r

Tnit constitutionalityof the Legal Ten-

.40
1.00

Prairie, (Fragrant Variegated) ............

Perpetual Roses ..............................

TO OUR PATRONS AND THE PUBLIC:

t

Gem

D.

BUSTED,

Lowell, Kent Co., Mieh.

Canal project in hand, and has issued Invitationsto the variouss nations
interested
Daltons imereaiea
to send representatives
s to a meeting
Paris on the 15th of May
lay, when u
will he decided upon.

_

route

|

1

I

__________

________

States of a return of the disease in an epidemic

the German Reichstag tho other day. Herr

form.

$«flnttti 4><a

$

Fifty-two moonshiners

cuts.

throe revenue prisoners out of the Hartaville
(Tenn.) jail a few days ago,

HOLLAND

CITY.

delivered

and

took away tho

wag^n aud train which had been seized by the
revenue officers ... .Ex-United States Senator
George Ooldthwaito died suddenlyat Montgomery, Ala., last week.

MICHIGAN.

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW,

At Louisville, Ky., last week, twelve
counterfeiters were sentenced by United States

Judge Ballard to flues varying from $1 to
#1,000, and terms of imprisonmentfrom ton
Chiiinnanships of the leading
days to ton year#. Thev are to be imprisoned

SENATE COMMITTEES.

The

committees of the United SUtes Senate, a« re-

in

the Illinoispenitentiary at Joliet

oonstmctodunder Democratic auspices, are
diotributed as follows

scribable.

POLITICAL.

:

STANDING COMMITTEEH.
The Democratic members of the five leading
committees are :
Finance— Bayard (Chairman),Wallace,Kernan, Voorhees, Beck.
Appropriations—Davis (W. Va.) (Chairman),
Withers,Beck, Wallace,Eaton.
Foreign Relations— Eaton (Chairman),Johnston, Morgan, Hill, Pendleton.
Commerce — Gordon (Chairman), Ransom,
Randolph, Hereford.
Judiciary—Thurman (Chairman),McDonald,
Bayard, Garland,Lamar, Davis (HI).
Other Chairmanships are distributedas follows : Privileges and Elections,Baulsbnry ;
Military Affairs,Randolph; Naval Affairs, McPherson; Postoffices and Post-Roads, Maxey;
Public Lands, McDonald; Indian Affairs, Coke;
Pensions,Withers; Claims, Cockrell {Manufactures, Grover; Agriculture,Johnston; District
of Columbia, Harris; Patents,Kernan; Public
Buildingsand Grounds. Jones, of Florida : Territories. Garland; Railroads,Ransom; Minos
and Mining, Hereford; Revisionof thb Laws,
Wallace; Education and Labor, Bailey: Civil
Service and Retrenchment, Butler; Printing,
Whyte; library, Voorhees; Contingent Exponses,
penses, Hill; Rules, Morgan; Enrolled Bills,
Vance.
SELECT COMMITTEES.
On TransportationRoutes to the Seaboard—
Senator
or Boc_.
Bees.
To Examine the Several Branches of the Civil
Service—SenatorVest
To Take into Considerationthe State of the
Law Concerning Electoral Votes for President,
eta— Senator Morgan.
To Investigate the Treasury Department Accounts— Senator Davis (W. Va.).
On Census— Senatorr Pendleton.
Pendleto
On Epidemic Diseases-SenttorHarris.

Liebknocht, Socialist, declared that his party
was the party of reform,not revolution. He defended the course of the Socialist Deputiics in
not rising from their seats when cheers were
given for tho Emperor. The President of the
Reichstag, amid cheers, remarked that this conduct offendedthe morai sense of the Chamber
HerrTLiebknechtcontinued:“If a republic is established in Germany— ” He was unable to finish the sentence in consequence of
the uproar which tho words provoked. Tho
President threatened to deprive him of his
right of speech. At the close of Herr Liebknecht’sspeech, the Presidentof tho Reichstag
threatenedhim with forcible removal from the
tribunal. The tumult at the time was inde-

fallen a victim to the deadly climate of Central

nominatedA. M. Wright, a Board of Trade
man, for Mayor. The Greenbackors have
placed ex-Congrossman Harrison in the

Africa.

field.

Senator for the extra session, to

fill

A correspondent has canvassed the
Indiana Legislatureon tho Presidentialquestion. EighteenDemooratioSenators out of
twenty-five were for Hendricks first, and five
of them were for Tilden for second choice.
Two were for Bayard first, and one for Tilden.
Four had no opinion or wish as to the candidate. Of twenty -one Republicans,sixteen were
for Grant, two f«r Blaine, aud one for John

Sherman.

The

[extra session.]

The

tho vacancy

occasioned by the expiration of the term of
SenatorWadleigh.

Republican Representatives in

Congress, at a caucus held March

17,

Forty-sixth Congress assembledin

special session at Washington on Tuesday, March

lb. The Senate was called to order by the Vice
President. After prayer, the President’* proclamation was read, and then the roll
called, and the new Senatorsand
thoae

5

is

feet 11 inches in height and weighs 1691

pounds.

Senator Roscoe Conkling is 6 feet
and will weigh 192

3 inches in height

pounds.

Senator Davis, of Wrest Virginia, is
feet in height and weighs 194$

pounds.

Senator Dawes, of Massachusetts,
inches in height and weighs

who were

re

elected

were aworn In.

162 pounds.

Senator Cockrell,

of Missouri, is

6 feet 3 inches in height and will
1964 pounds.

FORTY-SIXTHCONGRESS.

Gov. Prescott, of New Hampshire,
has appointed Charles H. Bell, United States

Edison is going to Europe.
Ex-Senator Conover, of Florida,

6

-

silk and satin, trimmed with rare
laces and blazing with diamonds and
all sorts of precious stones galore,
might have driven the ordinary society
reporterwild with despair in attempting to describe them. The groom was
ushered in with drums and trumpets,
and the bride with the organ and the"
bands ; and the Lord Chamberlain, who
did the ushering, undoubtedly felt it to
be the proudest day of his life. The
bride’s father, in the scarlet uniform
which the German soldiers knew so
well in the French war, gave away the
bride, and the Archbishop of Canterbury, with four Bishops and no end of
canons and minor canons, performed
the ceremony in approved style, the
Queen being “visiblyaffected,” as all

of

is 5 feet 10

The Belgian explorer Wauthier has

The Republicansof Chicago have

PERSONALS.

weigh

The Empress of Austria ('incognito) good mothers should be, though this
is enjoying the pleasures of tho chase is tho sixth time that she has underin Ireland.
gone the trial. At the conclusion of
Ex-President MacMahon is suffer- the ceremony the cannon on the outer
ing from ophthalmia, complicated with ^all announced the consummation to
jhe populace, and thousands of lusty
serious general symptoms.
Im
tons answered the cannon peals with
R. V. Pierce, the patent-medicine
their huzzas.
man, is a member of the New York Senate and the Forty-sixthCongress.

Clerk Adams called tho House to order, amt read
tho proclamation of the President convening ConFASHIONS.
greas in extra aeasion.The roll was called, after
George H. Butler, Ben Bntfer’s
which the electionof officers was proceeded with.
All the nominees of the Democraticcaucus were nephew, was sent to jail for ninety days
Window, mantel
table lamelected. The vote for Speaker was : Randall. 144; recently, on a charge of vagrancy.
brequins are made of mummy cloths.
Garfield, 125; Wright, 13; Kelley,1. -- Neither
House transacted any business beyond organizing.
Senator David Davis, of Illinois,is
Large balls of jet face the new bon5 feet 104 inches in height and weighs nets, and ribbons and strings are fringed

NEW

and

Joaquin Miller’s Fish Stories.

unani-

in the neighborhood of 300 pounds.

with

it.

John B. Gough has been laid up in
Joaquin Miller, the poet, being called
The first mouse worn by a lady was
of bron- sported by a Russian Princess on a real
the various elective offices of the House : For upon, said he would not make a regular England with a serious’attack
Speaker,Gen. Garfield ; Clerk of the House, speech, but would instead tell a few fish chitis, which has compelled him to give sealskin cap.
ex-CongrossmanRainey of South Carolina;
over lecturing.
Sergeant-at-Arms, Jeremiah M. Rnsk, Wis- stories,which were as true as gospel.
Rings and wide braceletsof black
Richard Pearce, who had won the enamel are worn by ladies to make their
consin; Doorkeeper, James Melton. Tennes- He proceeded : “My father once had a
soe; Postmaster, Gen. Harry Sherwood, Mich- trout-pond in Oregon, and the fish mul- name of the “veteran base-ball player,” hands and arms look fair.
igan; Chaplain, Dr. Naylor, of tho Methotiplied so fast and grew so large that he because he has handled the bat since
dist Episcopal Church, Washington.The folA peculiar lace-pin,with a snake
lowing resolutionwas adopted: “Resolved, had to build a fence around the pond to 1855, will play another season.
coiled round the bar, had a swinging
That it is the sense of this caucus that no legis- keep the trout from coming out of the
There are nineteen United States scarabee cut from burnt topaz.
lation shall be enteredupon during this session water and tramping upon the grass.”
Senators over 60 years of age, thirtyof Congress other than that for which the sesEmbroidered white linen vests, edged
The President hoped that the speaker four between 50 and 60, nineteen besion was specially called.’’- The Democratic
with plaited Breton lace or Valenciennes,
caucus mot at about the same hour and re- would remember George Washington tween 40 and 50, and three between 30
are among new fancies. Theyaietobe
nominated Mr. Randall for ripeaker, he receiv- and his little hatchet.
and 40.
On Mississippi river— Senator Lamar.
worn over silk dresses, with cuffs to
ing 75 votes. to 57 for J. C. Blackburn,4 for Cox,
“But,” continued Mr. Miller, “the
[Note.—This itmlaoes the select committee on It for MacMahon, and 2 for Morrison.Messrs.
Jefferson Davis has been visiting match.
Levees of the Mississippi river.”]
Adams, Thompson.Field and Harrison were fish clambered over the fence, which in Vicksburg. The Herald, of that
REORGANIZED.
Buntings are to be worn again, esrenominated by acclamationfor their old posi- was not a very high one, aud got into place, says that the old man shows age,
Tho select committee to inquire into alleged tions of Clerk, Bereeant-at-Arms,Doqrkeemer
pecially
for the country and sea shore,
the
grass,
after
all.
Then
my
father
•nda in a
-------- *
_____
but though by no means vigorous could
and Chaplain. - -Tho Greenbackers also held
since nothing has as yet come up to take
built another fence, which was ten feet hardly be considered feeble.
a caucus,and decided to support HendrickB.
the place of this economical and durahigh, and I’ll take my oath that some
Wright, of Pennsylvama.fforSpeaker.
Ole^Bull has settled down in his ble material.
Donald, and Kernan as the otfierDemocratic
of the largest fishes jumped sleek and
members.
A new Democratic morning paper,
new home at Madison, Wis. At the
clear over that fence, and the grass was
A neckerchief of delicate blue India
The selectcommitteeson the subject of the re- called tho Herald, has been started in Chicago.
recent marriage of a poor Norwegian in
completely mined.”
moval of the Northern Cheyennes to the Indian
muslin, very soft and tine, is trimmed
that city he officiatedin the capacityof
It is an eight-column folio, and is sold at 2
Territory,and to inquire into all claims of
“Oh, my! is that so? ” inquired Mr.
with bands, set on, of crepe lisse, eman orchestra, to the delight of the pair
United States citizens against Nicaragua,are to cents a copy — Ex-CongressmanCarter H.
Seth Green.
broidered with bright carnations and
Harrison
has
been
nominated
by
the
Democrats
be continuedwith the same membershipsas at
and the company.
shaded leaves.
“I am telling the trath,” replied Mr.
present, their respective Chairmen being Sen- for Mayor of Chicago.
The tomb of Charles Louis Napoleon
Miller. “Now I will tell you another
ators Kirkwood and flunlin. Tho caucus left
Alsatian bows have become a rage,
GENERAL.
Achille
Murat, nephew of Napoleon
three Chairmanships of standing committees to
owertrue tale.”
T>- __
..... i
...
and are not confined to the trimming
The Custom House returns show that
be filled by the Republicans,viz: those of tho
Bonaparteand son of Joachim Murat,
“Fish tale,” suggested a gentleman.
? iUlT’ ! 0f bonnets. They are very popular as
Committees on Public-Land
’'uoi”
Claims, on Revo- in the importsand exports of this country dur“There
is
nothing
fishy
about
the
, ^aP)e8> the great cavalry head-dresses, and ore made into a sort
lutionary Claims, and on Engrossed Bills.
ng the calendar year ending Dea 31, tho balstory I am now going to tell you,” re7 oemet^,at I of cop by fosteningthem to a bond of
ance of trade in favor of the United States for
THE EAST.
torted
Mr. Miller. “It is really the Tallahassee, Fla. Murat owned for kee, the ends of which are tied at the
the last year was #305,343,028, as against #140,pin8,
About fifty vessels, engaged in the 050,112during the previouscalendar year of trath. There are some trout streams in many years a large plantauoa in F lor- j backi or {astcned
Gloucester (Mass.) fisheries on the Atlantic, 1K77 — Several persons have died at Marmora, Oregon in which the fish are so very
White fichus for evening are made of
Miss Kellogg has signed a contract
were at sea in the violent gale and storm oi Canada, of a disease which so closely resem- numerous that they crowd each other
a
strip
of India muslin or organdie,euAi
bles the Russian nlamie that the attending docawfully. I was once riding on horse- with Mr. Maurice Strakosch to appear
snow and sleet that swept the coast on the 30th

lai/x

tin

mously nominated the following candidatesfor

l

it

P

‘m

^

tors refuse to call it oy any other name.
of hebmary. No tidings have been received
Victor Nunez, at Pueblo, Col., J. Q.
from fourteen of these vessels, and it is
feared that they were lost, carrying down with Pinkham, at Concord, N. H., William H. Devthem 140 men— leavingforty-onewidows and lin, at Cambridge, Mass., and Henn- Grovelin,
nearly 100 children to mourn iheir sudden desat Windsor, Vt, were hanged for murder on
t«-*iction.
Friday, the 14th of March.... Dr. John M.
The Manhattan Savings Bank of New Woodworth,Supervising Surgeon General of
York, robbed sometimeago of nearly $:S,000,- the Marine HospitalService, isi <dead.

on the cross, and forming three plaits as
to one of the trout in the principal cities of Europe. She
wide as the finger, edged round with a
will
be
released
from
her
engagement
streams. There was no bridge, and the
plaiting of Breton lace. They should
alternative was to ford tho stream. I to Mr. Max Strakosch after the 7th of
go around the shoulders and fasteu in
rode my horse into the edge of the wa- April and will sail for Europe during front, the ends falling over tho bosom.
ter, but the fish were so thick that the the latter part of that month. She
Veils are gradually being discontinpoor animal could not wade through, will probably be absent two or three
ued.
The better-educated women are
years.
and, although I urged him, he pointedSenator
Bayard,
of
Delaware.
iias
to learn how hurtful and irrily
refused
to
go
any
further,
and
I
was
000 of its securities, which have been redupliLast week’s quarantine report states
Tl dotted veilB>
cated and redepositedwith tho bank, has re- that there is not a case of yellow fever or small- obliged to abandon the idea of cross- nine children.His oldest son, aged ,ing
sumed businesa
about 19 years, is a student of the Uni- ' dra"n Htnilght across the face, are to tho
pox in tho United States, that both of these dis- ing. The trout bit the horse’s legs terversity of Virginia. Several of the ! T** U1!d r?t.ncfc th,cir 1adoPtionof
A terrible explosion occurred last eases prevail in Brazil, but the plague has dis- ribly.”
At this point many of the hearers older children go to school in Washing- ,\c8e rellcs of 0nentM ^elusion to useweek at tho Mahoning powder works of P. M. appeared inside the military cordon surroundGaUagher k Co., near Danville, Pa., completely ing Astrakhan,and that small-poxis raging in laughed derisively,and the speaker, ton city. His wife has very little dis- Jul ga,ize ^ a protection from the winLondon, England, and in Dublin, Ireland.
with a countenance as solemn as a par- position for society life, and passes her ter 8 8t<)rm'
destroying the buildingand instantly killing
t^eiroying
killin
six-days’ pedestrian contest for son, looked about with an air of sur- time with her children, giving an occa- ! Among new accessoriesto the toiiet
mills Llovd, one of the proprietors, John 3.
Evans, and John C. Mowrcr, their mangled re- the championship of the world was begun at
in lingerie are some charming waistcoats
prise. He evidently felt hurt because sional plain reception.
mams being scattered in every direction.
Gilmore’s Garden, New York city, on Monday there were those present who doubted
Lovisa Bowen killed Henrv Muzzy of 8oft 3whit? line1n cambric, beautifully
The remains of the late Bayard Tay- morning, March 10, and concluded on Saturday his assertions.— Ucporf of the meeting
• Norwich,
-- * Ct., embroidered and edged
with Breton
with a base-ball bat, in
i ~
lor wore interred in their final resting-place, in evening, March 15. The contestants were
of the American Fish Club.
last summer. She said that he entered
others also embroidered, are
Daniel O'Leary, of Chicago, neretoforochamthe family ground at Kennett Square, Pa., last YM'tn r\f A rv-x _ .1 M
ia
i
her house at night, and that, in the dark, '
whlte 1lineu* The new
pionof America and of the world; Charles
week. Gov. Hoyt and a committee of the State RItowell,
—
’
of Ixindon.
England; John Ennis, of
How Gas Was First Used.
she struck him under the supposition ^ffsand cufisare made very wide and
legislatureparticipatedin the solemn cere- Chicago,and Charles A. Harriman, of Maine.
monies.
plaited in close
Great was the amazement of all En- that he was a burglar. She was tried 1 T7, fuUL°f
Leary, who won the Astley belt for which
on the charge of murder, the prosecu- 8 ieB Patter^8- -The wrist raffles are
gland
when
at
the
close
of
the
last
the
men
were
stniggling,
and
brought
it
THE WEST.
from England to this country, gave out and left century William Murdoch discovered tor holding that Muzzy was her rejected mounted on ^ndsof plain Swiss muslin
The Minnesota Legislature, at its the track on the third day of the race. the use of combustible air or gas. So lover, but the jury acquitted her.
recent session, passed 520 bills, all of which 1 be other three remained on the track to tho little was the invention understood and
A Geneva (Switzerland) letter says
Ix is related, on the authority of a
end. Rowell made 500 miles, thus capturing
have become laws except nine.... A dispatch
the belt, which he carries back in triumph to believed in by those who had not seen Government employe, who holds’ a posi- that American anthracite coal is rapfrom Cincinnati says Archbishop Purcell has England. Ennis traveled 475 miles, and Harri- it in use that even great and wise men
idly coming into use in that city, both
tion of trust, that Sir Percy Wyndham
made an assignment for the benefitof his man succeeded in covering 450 miles. There
laughed at the idea. “How could there was removed from his command of his in private houses and factories.
creditors.
was ’an immense attendance during the probo light without a wick? ” said a mem- 2,500 Union cavalrymen in 1863 because
Both houses of the Indiana Legisla- gress of the match, and the gate monov, after
paying all expenses,amounts to about <50,000, ber of Parliament, when the subject Secretary Stanton believed there was a
THE MARKETS.
ture have passed the bill making an appropria- of which Rowell receives 50 per cent, Ennis 30
was brought before the House. Even plot by which the whole command was
tion for the erection of a new State House. The per cent, and Harriman 20 per cent
NEW YORK.
Sir Humphrey Davy ridiculed the idea to lie turned over to the Confederate Beeves ...........................
#7 75 @10 25
amount to bo expended this year is #200,000
The business portion of the town of of lighting towns with gas, and asked
Hogs
..............................
3 80 @ 4 00
Government for the sum of $300,000.
and nex year #lu0,000, to l>o raised by a &ate
Cotton
............................
10
tax of 2 cents on the #100.... Tho monthlv Minden, Ont, has been destroyed by fire. one of the proprietors if they meant to Before his death Stanton’s private secFloub— Superfine..................
3 25 @ 3 60
Loss, #75, (XXI
statementshows Uiat twenty-twoWestern raiftake the dome of St. Paul’s for a gas retary said that the proof against AYynd- Wheat-No. .....................1 0I^@ 1 14^
FOREIGN.
ro^ncreasedtheir earnings in February
Coun— Western Mixed .............44
46
meter. Sir Walter Scott, too, made ham was very strong.
Oats— Mixed ...................... 88
34
By the bursting of the dams which himself merry over the idea of illuminRtk— Western ..................... 60
62^
Chicago packers, during
the packing
Bonn— Mess ....... ...............<j 25 @10 37^
held the river Theiss
its banks
at »zeSze- 1 ating uwuuuii
London with
smoke, though
he
°
----- ‘“6 —
-luvioo within
niuuu
uaiiKS ai
Him buiukc,
tiiuugu m*
Royal Marriage.
Lard ..............................
6,4@ OJ*
easonoribTH-J, slaughteredand salted 4, 91i,. | gedin, Hungary, a vast volume of water was 1 was g1^ enough, not long after, to
CHICAGO.
Prince Arthur, Duke of Connaught,
902,002 head more than
—
____
i.
moL-n
___
i
make
his
own
house
at
Abbotsford
precipitated open that unfortunate town, hunGraded Steers ..... 4 50 @5 00
son of Queen Victoria, born May 1, Beeves— Choice
Cows and Heifers.. ..... 2 75 @ 3 75
dreds of houses were swept away, a groat many light and cheerful on wintry nights by
1850,
created
Duke
of
Connaught
in
Medium
to Fair ..........4 00 @ 4 25
The Chicago Times prints detailed people drowned, and thousands of others ren- the use of that very smoke. When the
8 00 @ 8 75
dered homeless. .. .The nnptials of tho Duke
1874, was married at Windsor Castle, Hoos ..............................
crop reports from Minnesota,Wisconsin, of Connaught son of tho Queen of England, House of Commons was lighted by gus,
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex. ... 5 25 @ 5 60
near London, on the 13th of March,
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 3 75 @ 4 50
Iowa, Nebraska,Kansas, Illinois,Michigan ai# .J "J10®**8 Lmme Margaret, grand-danghter the architect imagined that the gas ran
w
to the Princess Louise, daughter of Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............. 88
or
me
German
Emperor,
were
celebrated
with
Kentuck.v*od Missonri, which
No. 8 Spring ........ ..... 73
on fire through the pipes, and he there8(1
Prince
Frederick
Charles
of
Germany,
snow that the growing crops of winter wheat
Corn— No. ...... ........... ..... 83
84
£arch.P°mP
&t ^rmd8or Cai,tl0 on the 13tb of fore insisted on their being placed sev. J5
are, almost withoutexception, owing to heaw
Field Marshal in the German army, Oats— No. .......................
K
Rri— No. 2....i..t, ................45
eral inches from the wall for fear of tho
snow,, —
m fine
condilion. in
In kiuiu
Ohio increased
—
bora July 25, 1860, and betrothed to Barlev— No. ..................... 75 @ 76
The
St. Petersburg police have at
acreage is reported, and tho promised yield is
building taking fire ; and the members
jet down at 30.000,000bushels. In Indiana length discoveredand* seized two of tho secret might be observed touching the pipes Prince Arthur, May 16, 1878. The Butter— Choice Creamery ......... 22 @ 26
Euas— Fresh .......... ............16 *5 17
“ increased, and tho yield is ex- printing presses of the Nihilists,which have so with their gloved hands and wondering bridegroomnow has five brothers and Pork— Mess ........................
8 00 @ 9 00
pected to be 25 per cent better th
sisters married— Princess Victoria to Lard ..............................6)6
long annoyed the Government and spread dis- they did not feel warm. The first shop
MILWAUKEE.
affectionamong tho people.
Prince Frederick William, the Prince
Wheat-No. ..................... 99M<fl 1 W)6
lighted in London by the new method
of
Wales
to
the
Princess
Alexandra,
No. 2 ..................... 90
91
In France the proposition to impeach was Mr. Ackerman’s, in the Strand, in
Prince Alfred to the Grand Duchess Corn— No. ....................... 88 @ 34
the Do Broglie and Rochebonot Ministries has 1810, and one lady of rank was so de25
No. ........................ 24 @
^1,^o^u!SSne"'he‘,crop u
Marie of Russia, the Princess Helena Oats—
46
Rik-No.1 ........................ 45
been defeated in the Chamber of Deputies by a
78
George H. Heafford, general pass- largo majority. As & compromisemeasure a lighted with the brilliancy of the gas to Prince Christian, and the Princess Barley— No. 2 ..................... 73
lamp on the counter that she asked to Louise to the Marquis of Lome ; and
ST.
„
enger agent of the Misaonri Pacificrailroad resdution was then adopted declaring that
Wheat— No. 2 Red Fall ........... 1 W ® 1
be allowed to take it home in her carthere yet remain te be married Prince Corn— Mixed ........... ..........81
prior to last April, is in jail at St Louis, on a these Cabinets, by their culpable schemes, de8*
stroyed the government they should have riage. Mr. Murdock was, however, too Leopold and the Princess Beatrice. Oats- No. 2 ........................ 27
2S®.of embezzling a large amount of money Berrea
48
48)£
busy with other pursuits to continue to The bride has two sisters,tho Princess Bye ...... ........... ......
from the railroad company.
Pork— Mess .......................
0 70 @ 9 80
The
Szegedin
(Hungary)
calamity study the use of gas, and, although he Marie, married to Prince Hendrik tf Lard ................
........ 8)4® 6)2
Chicago elevators contain 7,725,725
turns ont to have been of more appallingpro- was undoubtedlythe first to apply it to the Netherlands, the Princess Elizabushels of wheat, 3,139,271 bushels of corn,
Wheat ............
.. 1 00 @105
itical purposes, many others laid
portions than even the first reports indicated. practical
beth, married to Prince August, hered500,911 bushels of oats, 327,326 bushels of rye
Of 9,760 houses,aU except 261 were swept claim to the honor, and other people itary Grand Duke of Oldenburg,and
and 825,648 bushels of barley, making a grand awav by the avalanche of waters that roUed quickly reaped the benefit of his cleverone brother, Prince Friederich Leopold, poBE—Meu..!.’
o 7“ @10 5J
suddenly upon the doomed city. A dis- ness and ingenuity.In this he shared
8*
who, being but 4 years of age, can hard- Labd..“ ..........................
patch from Pesth says “the lowest estimate
TOLEDO.
the general fate of inventors.
J)®* current fixes tho number drowned at
THE SOUTH.
ly be expected to entertain serious Wheat— Amber Michigan .........1 08 @ 1 04
2,000. Many persons beheve that 4,000 perNo. 2 Red ................1 04 @ 1 05
thoughts of matrimonial alliances.
A Texas dispatch states that several ished, as the gale prevented a majority of the
Close Guessing.
Corn— No. . ...................... £
The
marriage
appears
to
have
been
Mexicans,the murderers of Judge Howard and inhabitants from hearing the first alarm. Tho
•Oats—No. ........
..... *7
28
A house made of candy has been on eminently successful and attractive in
DETROIT.
Messrs. Atkinson and McBryde at San Elizaro Whole country below Szegedin and Temisvar is
strewn with caravans of people. All vil- exhibitionin Boston since Christmas, all its sunoundings. The skies smiled Flour— Choice ....................5 00 @ 6 50
Wheat— No. 1 White ..............1 04 @ 1 05
lages ^ and boroughs have hospitably and the owner offered $50 to the person
No. 1 Amber ............. 1 05 @ 1 00
auspiciouslyupon the young pair, wliich
opened their houses and stores to the refu- who would make the best guess of its
88
is a good deal for London skies to do. Corn— No. ....................... 87
The President of the lUinoie Central gees. .A dispatchfrom London says the
Mixed ...................... 29
80
weight. It was weighed one -day last The procession was a long and gorgeous Oats—
Barley
(per
cental)
...............
1
(0
_
Portngueso
explorer
Pinto
has
arrived
at
2
10
RailroadCompany, who ha. lately relnrae<1 10
10 00 @10 60
Pratonio,South Africa,with eight followers, week, and the weight was found to 364 one, and even the last man in it was PORK-Mees .......................
Chicago from a trip through tho South aaya
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
all that remain of 400, with whom he sot out pounds and 15 ounces. The $50 were
cheered
to
the
echo
by
the
jubilant
Cattle— Best ......................
5 00 @ 5 25
there ia not aainglo caaeof yellow feror redivided between four persons, each of multitudes who thronged the streets.
Fair ......................
4 50 @ 4 75
morning in Tennessee, Mississippi or Louis
h“ broken ou' h”Common .................8 6*1 @ 4 25
whom guessed tho weight to be 865 There was great profusion of tapestry,
i*na, nor is there any fear expressedin those
Hogs ..............................
8 60 (<5 4 40
There was an exciting discussionin pounds.
banners and flowers, •and the costumes Sheet. ......... ..................3 60 @6 3
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from the state capital.
Lansing, March

1879.

15,

reorganizationof the judicial

dis-

tricts.
After considerable wrangling the fol-

lowing-named bill was passed in the
House,

last

Wednesday

:

A bill to reorganizetheRrat Fourth Seventh, Thirteenth, Sixteenth,Eighteenth,Nineteenth and Twenty-firstJudicial Circuite, and
to create the Twenty-fourth, Twenty-fifthand
Twenty-sixth Judicial Circuits.

of at least one-lightning-bug power,” Peninsula swamp lands to lands in the county
THE STAR OF EMPIRE.
even if it is dangerous. I suppose the in which the work is done.... The House tendered PresidentAngell, of the State University, What the Next Census Will Show, Concernpeople will think more about the coat the use of the Hall of Representatives
for Tuesing the Cities of the Future.
of oil than of any danger in its use. day evening next to make an address on the
There
is much speculation, shys a
condition
of
and
wants
of
the
University.
The test in Michigan will probably be
Saturday, March 15.— Sin ate. —After the Washington correspondent,as to what
reduced from 140 to 120 degrees.
usual batch of petitions, bills were passed: sections of Oie country will show the
THE INTEREST BILL.
A debate on the bill reducing the Making an appropriationof f 1,000 for the greatest growth and development in the
legal rate of interest to 7 per cent, years 1879 and 1880 for the State Pioneer So- census reports next year, and as to
came off Wednesday afternoon. The ciety; to amend chapter?of the Compiled Laws which are the coming young cities of
of 1871 ; authorizing the Governor to appoint
introducerof the bill, Mr. Johnson, of his Private Secretary,and providing addi- the future. It is generally conceded
Cass county, led off in a speech, con- tional assistanceto conduct the bneiuess of that the Northwest will outstrip all other
tending that wages and values of all the Executive Departmentand provide com- sections, and that tho States of the
pensation therefor; making appropriations
for
kinds had been greatly reduced since the support of the State AgricultaralCollege, Union showing most rapid growth will
the war, and that the high rates of to pay the expensesof the State Board of Agri- be Kansas, Nebraska,Minnesota, Caliculture, to erect certain buildings and make fornia, and Colorado. As to the comthe money loaners must come down.
other improvementsat the college, the eum ing young cities of the Union, that|can
Mr. Turck thought that the rate ought

wonderful how a hnman being could exist. What served for a bed stood in one
corner, and, with the exceptionof a very
narrow passage round about it, the floor
was covered with a mass of indescribable
rubbish, which in places reached a
height of three or four feet.

New Burial of Sir John Moore.
Not a drum was heard, because the
drummer was not

feeling very well and
asked to be excused, nor a funeral note
of any kind, as his corpse to the ramparts we hurried ; not a single, solitary
Under the provisions of the aboveson-of-a-gunof a soldier discharged his
named bill, the changes and additions
farewell shot o’er the grave where the
will be thus: First Judicial Circuit,
being #45, 740.24 for the years 18i9 and 1880, be pretty nearly determined in fourteen remains of the late Mr. Moore were deHillsdale and Lenawee counties F ourth to be reduced to 6 per cent., with the and levying a tax for the same; to provide for
posited. The farewell-shot business was
proviso that agreements could be made the construction of a sewer for the new Capitol of the States which took a census in omitted on account of the scarcity of
Circuit, Jackson and Ingham; Seventh
building and appropriating #10, (XX) therefor: 1875-6. It is calculated that a given
as high as 8 per cent.
ammunition. We buried him darkly at
to amend the act authorizingthe appointment
Circuit, Shiawassee,Livingston and
Mr. Thorpe claimed that the indus- of a Commissioner of MineralStatistics, and de- city will increasefrom 1875 to 1880 at dead of night, and did the best job we
Genesee ; Thirteenth Circuit, Kalkaska, trial interests of the State only yielded fining his duties and compensation;to amend the about the same rate as from 1870 to could for him under the circumstances.
Grand Traverse, Leelanaw, Antrim, a profit of 3 per cent., and he therefore law for theincoroorationofrailroad companies. 1875, or at least approximatelyso. We could not borrow, beg, or steal a
... .A joint rosofution passed asking Michigan's Upon this basis the growth of some of
Charlevoix, Emmet and Cheboygan; moved that the rate be 5 per cent.
pick or shovel in the entire neighborSenators and Representativesin Congress to
Mr. Gould contended that the Legis- use their influence, by legislation or other ap- them, particularly in the Northwest, is hood, and were obliged to turn the soda
Sixteenth Circuit, Macomb and Saint
Clair; Eighteenth Circuit, Bay and lature had no more right to specify the propriate means, to secure to all bona fide sot- found to be marvelous. In order to with our bayonets,which, by the way,
Ogemaw ; NineteenthCircuit, Osceola, rate of interest than it had to fix the tleis under the General Homestead law in the convey an adequate idea of the rapidly was the first thing that had been turned
counties of Oceana. Charlevoixand Emmett,
Lake, Mason, Manistee and Benzie; price of potatoes. He was in favor of their full legal and equitablerights, and a growing cities in several of the States, by said bayonets since we had been
the table is prepared,as indicated
Twenty-firstCircuit, Isabella, Midland, 0 per cent, where no agreement had speedy settlement of the pending questions.
drafted. We did all this by the strugHouse.— Bills passed: To amend chapter above
Gladwin, Clare and Gratiot; Twenty- been made.
gling moonbeams’ misty light, and the
Popttla- PopulaMr. Allen proved from history that 137 of the Compiled Laws of 1871 relative to the
iburth Circuit (created),Washtenaw and
tion. lion. lantern dimly burning, with just about
1870. 1880. half enough oil in it, and a strip of an
Monroe ; Twenty-fifthCircuit (created), the rate of interest had always been election of trustees of graded-sebooldistricts
Milwaukee. Wis ..................71,440 181,000
Sanilac, Huron and Tuscola ; Twenty- regulated by governments. Without by ballot in the Upper Peninsula; to amend La Cromte.WiH ....................7,788 JR.ROO old flannel undershirt for a wick.
sixth Circuit (created),Roscommon, such restriction,the money loaners section 87 of the Compiled Laws of 1876, rela- Minneapolis, Minn ...............18,06fl 40.000 Few and short were the prayers we said,
Fond du Lac, Win ................18,764 18.000
Crawford, Otsego, Missaukee and Wex- would have a big combinationin the tive to the transmissionby the several County Grand Rapids. Mich .............lrt.508 86,000 the chaplain being homo on a furlough,
Clerks to the becretary of Htato of the names
interest of wrong and oppression. Five of members of the Legislatureand county Hoboken, N.J ....................
ford.
80,297 28,500 and no one within forty miles to take
This matter of our Circuit judiciary is per cent., he thought, afforded too officers, so as to provide for the recording of Jackson, Mich ...................11,477 16,000 his place. We spoke not a word of soiJanesville,Wls ...................8,789 18.000
a vexed question and a perplexing one. small a margin. It would give the the poHtofficeaddresses of such officers; Elmir*. N. Y .....................
15.868 24.500 row, our time being somewhat limited,
to appropriate#25,000 to reimburse the miliThe Judges all contend, and justly, too, Government a monopoly in borrowing tary fund for the expenses incurred in calling East Saginaw, Mich ..............11,880 28,000 as the enemy was not far distant, and
Dubuque. Iowa ..................18,484 29,000
that $1,500 each per year is too small a money.
out the btate troops during the railroad strike Detroit.Mich ....................
79,677 121,000 advancing with gigantic strides.
Other
members
made
their
little
in the year 1877; to amend section2 of act 91
salary. On the other hand, the taxRay City, Mich ...................7,064 22,000 thought, as we hollowed his narrow bed,
payers say there are too many circuits speeches, and, on motion of Mr. Sawyer, of the laws of 1873 relative to the transfer of Burlington, Iowa ................14,030 24,500 and smoothed down his lonely pillow
insane soldiersand mariners from the Dea Moines, Iowa ................12,035 16,500
in the State, necessitatingtoo many Chairman of the Judiciary Committee, Soldiers’ Home at Detroit,or any county St. Joseph, Mo ...................19,566 28.500 with a canteen,that the foe and the
St. Paul, Minn ...................
20,080 45,500 stranger would tread o’er his head, and
Judges. I incline to the opinion that the bill was sent to that committee.
jail, or from elsewhere,to the Insane
Winona,Minn ....................7,190 18.000
Asylum
at
Kalamazoo;
to
provide
for
PRESIDENT
ANGELL,
there is some truth in what bcth taxRochester. N. Y ..................62.886 101,000 we far away on the billow; but not too
117,714 149,000 far, however, as the enemy outnumbered
payers and Judges say. What the State of the University, by invitation, will the publicationof the LegislativeManual; to Buffalo,N.Y .....................
amend section 7, chapter 81, of the laws of Auburn,N.Y .....................17.285 19,000
needs in this direction is less circuits, soon address the Legislatureupon mat- 1871 and 1873, relative to the reorganization of Newton, Mass ....................12,825 18,500 us about seven to one. Lightly they’ll
more able and experienced men on the ters pertainingto that institution.He the military force of the State, providing that Oshkosh,Wis ....................12,663 21,000 talk of the spirit that’s gone, and wonbenches and far less changes among the is a very able and candid man, and his there shall be but thirty companies; also to au- Racine, Wis ......................9.880 18.000 der where they can get another flask
Springfield,Mass ................26,708 44,600
Judges. With such a class of lawyers views and opinions are justly entitled to thorize the Governmentto call out the troops Troy, N. Y .......................46,406 51,000 filled with the same, and o'er his cold
in case of riot, and to provide for tho expense
for Circuit Judges and the number of great weight. PresidentAngell formerly of the same; to amend act 58 of the laws of
It will be shown from this table that, ashes upbraid him, knowing, of course,
the districts reduced, I doubt not the presided over the Vermont State Uni- 1875 relative to the adoption of children bo- if the growth during the last half of the that he is in no condition to defend
longing to the State Public School.
people would be willing to pay their versity.
decade equals the first half, which or- himself ; bnt he’ll little reck if they let
Monday, March 17.— Senate— Among tho
THE DEMOCRATIC CENTRAL COMMITTEE
judicial servants fair salaries.
dinarily there is no reason to doubt, him sleep on in a grave where a Briton
had a meeting at the Lansing House petitions presentedwas a big one from Saginaw some of the Northwestern cities are has laid him, and not bother him to get
SESSIONS OF SUPERVISORS.
The Senate Wednesday morning last Wednesday. The reports from the countv against the proposed prohibitorvlaw. making extraordinary strides, particu- up and take out a burial permit, or ask
passed the bill to amend the law rela- rural districtswere regarded as very fa- ____ The forenoon session was mostly taken up larly Milwaukee, La Crosse, Minneap- him to pay ground rent. We wish here
with the considerationof two bills with tho
tive to the sessions of Boards of Super- vorable. A committee, consisting of common object of providingfor a gubernatoolis, Grand Rapids, Detroit, Bay City, to correct the impression thatslowlyand
visors. It provides that “each member Chairman Barnes, William Brodie and rial mansion. General sentiment is in favor of and others.
sadly we laid him down from the field of
of such Board of Supervisors shall be G. P. Sanford, was appointed to issue an $40,000. Tho bill was referred to a special
his fame fresh and gory. We did no
From
all
that
can
be
gathered
from
committee.
allowed a compensation of not exceed- address to the Democrats of Michigan,
House— Six petitions for and five against the sources of information at hand, the such thing. Tho corpse was washed and
ing $3 per day for his services and ex- urging them to come up the work in
put in good shape, and we defy any man
the ProhibitoryLiquor law were read. . .A bill star of empire is making its way NorthG. W. H.
penses, to be determined by resolution
to show that there was a drop of gore
was passed to prevent criminalabortion .... westwardly with great rapidity.
of said board, in attending the meetings
about him. It is true that we carved
The House considered a number of bills of
Proceed Ingn of the Leginlature.
Best Climate for Weak Lungs.
of such board, and 6 cents for each mile
not a line and wo raised not a stone, beTuesday, March 11.— Senate.— Petitiona minor importance,and placed them in the order
of necessary travel in going to, and re- were presented : Praying for a Prohibitorylaw of third reading.
It is a question of great and general cause there was no stone-mason handy
turning from, the place of meeting. It or local option ; also to prohibit manufacturing
interest what sort of climate is suitable who would do tho job at reasonable figWhy Cameron Voted for Butler.
limits the pay in Wayne, Saginaw, Mid- and general traffic in all intoxicating liquors;
for that large class of invalids who suf- ures. About this time we heard the disI had a little talk with Gen. Cameron,
land and Gladwin countiesto the first remonstratingagainst the passage of the Senfer in greater or less degree from pul- tant and random gun that the foe was
fifteen days of any regular session, and ate bill fixing the legal rate of interest at 7 per who was here the other day, and was monary complaints.Many such, having sullenly firing, so we adjourned the
cent ; that girls bo admitted to the Agricultural surprisedto see him so well and hearty.
the first three days of each special sesbanished themselves from the comforts funeral, left the deceased done in his
College on equal footing with boys; a memorial
sion, of which there shall be no more from the homeopathic physicians of the State He is as cheery and bright as ever, and of home and the society of friends, have glory, and made ourselvesscarce in that
than two in any cne year. In commit- favoring the removal of the HomeopathicCol- does not look a day older than he did found too late that the location sought vicinity.— CincinnafiEnquirer.
tee of the whole the proposition to lege from Ann Arbor to some larger city in the ten years ago. He will be 80 years old for health has proved wholly unconState; for a County Board of throe School Exmake the limitation general for all the aminers; to reduce ihe toll on the Genesee and on the 8th instant. I asked the old genial, if not fatal. Those suffering Margaret Fuller and Horace Greeley.
countiesin the State was defeated. In Saginaw road; against the repeal of the law Senator why he allowed Don to dssert from lung diseases will gain valuable
It was in December of 1844 that
the course of the debate upon this relative to fish chutes ..... Bills passed: To his party and vote to keep Butler in the information from an article by Dr. T. Margaret went to New York to take
providefor payment of insuranceto mortgagees
question the fact was brought out that in certain cases; making an appropriation Senate when there was an opportunity M. Coan, entitled “Climate for Inva- charge of the literarydepartment of
in one of the northern counties, a few for the purchaseof books for the State to put in a Republican, and I said that lids,” which appears in the March num- tho Tribune. It was at first more the
years ago, the Board of Supervisors Library,12,500; asking Congress to make an the name of Cameron was the most ber of Harper’s Magazine. Dr. Coan desire of Mrs. Greeley, between whom
drew pay for seventy-five days’ ser- appropriationfor the improvementand deep- faithful of party names. “Well,” said is of opinion that a favorableclimate and Miss Fuller an intimate friendship
ening of St Mary's river so as to admit of the
he, “there is one thing the Camerons
vices(?).
passageof vessels of the same draught as will
for such invalidsshould exhibit but a existed, that induced Mr. Greeley to
be allowed by the bt.
St. Mary’s
THE LIQUOR TRAFFIC AGAIN.
Marv Falls ship canal never do ; they never forget a kindness. small difference between the day and make her this proposition,which inBy invitation of the Legislature, Mrs. when the now lock or canal now in course of The vote of Don the other day was night temperaturesin any given twen- cluded a home in his family.
construction is completed.
Mary T. Lathrop, of Jackson, an able House— Bills were passed: To authorize the purely on personal grounds. The father ty-four hours; that it should show a
“For some months,” says Mr. Greeley,
temperance advocate and a noble Chris- Deputy Auditor General to sign deeds in the of the present Senator Butler was in the comparatively small range between the “ I did not fully appreciate her noble
tian woman, addressed the members absence of the Auditor General;to legalize Senate when 1 was comparatively a differentmonthly mean temperatures qualities. Though we were members of
and the public, in the Hall of the House, certain bonds issued by Midland county. .The young Senator. Bigler made use of of a given season, or between different the same household, we rarely met save
at the close of the session last Wednes- entire day was used in committee of tho whole some very mean language against me, seasons of the year; that there should at breakfast, and my time and thonghts
and Butler got up and gave him a be equability in the supply of moisture, were absorbed in duties and cares which
day. Mrs. Lathrop took strong ground on the bill to suppress tramps.
Wednesday, March 12.— Senate— A num- sound drubbing with his tongue, and and that the climate should be free left mo little leisure or inclination for
in favor of a prohibitory liquor law.
told him to go back to Pennsylvania from excessive wind, cloudiness, and
She warmly urged the members to rise ber of petitions were presented . .Bills passed
the amenities of social intercourse.
and wash his linen, the Senate was not dust. A heavy barometricalpressure is Fortune seemed to delight in placing us
To
amend
tho
law
relative
to
Boards
of
Superabove all party considerations,honor
God, act up to Uie light tney possess visors; to provide a penalty for abuse of lega- the place for it. Well, I never forgot also regarded as beneficial in tho pre- two in relations of friendly antagonism,
process and proceedings;to amend the act inand “ dare to do right.” It is thought corporating the Michigan Central Railroad that kindness, and I suppose Don re- vention and cure of pulmonary diseases. or rather to develop all possible conthis whole matter will come before the Company, providing that the Directors of said membered it and wanted to help the The article of which mention has been trasts in our ideas and social habits.
House some day next week, when a company snail hereafter be chosen annuallyon son of the father who helped his own made contains a table showing the sea- She was naturally inclined to luxury
tho first Tuesday after the first Wednesday in father. That,” said the old Senator,
sharp and bitter debate may be expect- May, instead of the second Monday in June.
son temperatures in about thirty-five and a good appearance before the world.
“ is all the significance there is to Don’s
ed. Quite a large proportion of the
different places, arranged in the order My pride, if I had any, delighted in
House.— A bill rcdistrictingthe judicial cirmembers of the Legislaturehave iden- cuiti passed. The following shows the vote for Butler. Don is all right. Give of equable climate. Funchal, Madeira, bare walls and rugged fare. She was
him a little time and you fellows will heads the list ; the mean difference be- addicted to strong tea and coffee, both
tified themselves with the temperance
changes: First, Hillsdale and IjQnaweo counall like him.”— JFa# /ling f<m Cor. Philasociety.
tween summer and winter being only of which I rejected and condemned,
ties ; Fourth, Jackson and Ingham; Seventh, Shiawassee, Livingstone, and Gene- delphia Times. ,
REFORM SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.
8.10 deg. The Atlantic islands of the even in the most homeopathic dilutions;
see; Thirteenth, Kalkaska, Grand Traverse,
Gulf stream possess the most equable while, my general health being sound
A delegationof prominent ladies had Leelanaw, Antrim, Charlevoix, Emmet,
Eli Perkins.
of all mild climates, and various locali- and hers sadly impaired, I could not
a hearing, Tuesday, before the Joint and Cheboygan; Sixteenth, Macomb and St.
“Can a thing which has no life move?”
ties in Western Europe and in the Med- fail to find in her habits the cause of
Committee on State Affairs in refer- Clair: Eighteenth, Bay and Ogemaw; Nine- asked Joseph Cook of Eli Perkins.’
teenth,Osceola, lAke, Mason, Manistee, and
iterraneanrank next. A visit to Geor- her almost habitual illness, and once,
ence to the proposed Reform School
“Of course they can,” replied Eli.
Benzie; Twenty-first, Isabella,Midland,
for Girls. There are five bills asking Gladwin, Clare, snd Gratiot; Twenty-fourth, “Why last year I saw a watch spring, a gia or Florida is often of the highest while we were still barely acquainted,
for the establishment of a school of Washtenawand Monroe; Twenty-fifth, Sanilac, rope walk, a horse fly, a match box, a use for rest and relaxation, but Dr. when she came to the breakfast table
this class. It was practically settled in Huron, and Tuscola; Twenty-sixth, Roscom- peanut stand, a mill dam, an oyster fry, Coan believes that it is these rather with a very severe headache, I was
mon, Crawford, Otsego, Missaukeeand Wexthe committee that the proposed insti- ford. In tho last three circuits,which are new and a cat fish ; and this year,” continued than the specificinfluence of the cli- tempted to attributeit to her strong
mate there that prove beneficial.Ho potationsof the Chinese leaf the night
tution should be penal in its character and created by this act. tho Judges will be Eli, “I expect to see a peach blow,
says, “ Except in Southern California before. She told me quite frankly fiat
and that commitments to it should be elected this spring,and hold office two years gin sling, a brandy smash, and—”
few spot in our country can rightfully she declined being lecturedon the food
made by sentence of the courts; that thereafter, to conform to the terms of tho other
“Anything more, Mr. Perkins?”
Circuit Judges.
.Much time was consumed in
the age at which girls should be liable
“Why, yes; I expect to see a stone claim to possess a climate that is bene- or beverage she saw fit to take, which
committee of tho whole.
ficial for pulmonary complaints.”In San was but reasonable in one who had arto apprehension upon charges of
Thursday,March ia— Senate— Bills were fence, a cane brake, and a bank run.”
Diego, Cal., the mean difference of tem- rived at her maturity of intellect and
viciousness and immorality should be
“Did you ever see a shoe shop, a gum
passed : To amend the laws of 1877 for tho incorperature is but 15.88 deg. But at St. flxdfrnessof habits.”
placed at 11 years ; that the institution
poration of associations for yachting, hunting, boil, or hear a codfish bawl?” asked Mr.
Paul, Minn., tho mean difference beshould be confined to household duties
boating, fishing, rowing and other lawful sport- Cook.
A Gobbler9# Spree.
tween summer and winter is 52.94 deg.,
that the Board of Trustees should con- ing purposes; to amend the laws of 1847 pro“No, but I’ve seen a plank walk, a
A
farmer
at Glenburn, Me, purchased
and at Denver, Col, 44 deg. The intesist of six persons, four women and two viding against the recovery of damages done
horse whim and a tree toed; and I
some
supplies
in Bangor, among which
men, chosen for terms of six years, and by beasts on lands which are not inclosedby a
rior or mountain climate of the United
would not 'ft surprisedsome day to see
so'arranged in classes that two of the lawful fence ; to amend the laws of 1859 relaStates is in general a dry climate of ex- was a pint of whisky. To avoid breaktive to ascertainingtho annual cereal pro- the great Atlantic coast, the Pacific
members should go out of office each ducts of tho State, and to amend chapter189 slope, a tree box, and—”
cessive extremes, and dangerous for age, he placed the bottle in a box of
rice, but found on reaching home that
delicate invalids.
of the Compiled Laws of 1871 relativeto
year.
As Mr. Cook left, Eli told him that
the bottle was broken and the rice satdrawing
jurors.,..
Tho
House
bill
inTHE KER08ENE-TE8T LAW.
creasing the number of judicial circuits was he had often seen a very mysterious
urated. He threw the rice behind hi#
Death of an Irish Miser.
This subject has occupied considerconsideredin committee of the whole, meeting thing— that he had seen a uniform
A remarkable old miser has just died barn, and a big turkey soon paid his
able time this session. The morning with much opposition.
smile.
in Dublin, and enriositv is rife regard- respects to it. In due time the tnrkey
session in the House, last Thursday,
House— The whole day was consumed in
“ Why, I’ve often seen a sword fish,”
ing his property, which is said to be became dead drunk, and was fonnd in
was taken up with the considerationof committee of the whole on the three bills prosaid Mr. Cook. “I’ve seen bogs skin
the matter. Profs. Kedzie, of this city, viding for a reform school for girls, and tho bill
worth $500,000.The old man, whose that condition hy the farmer, who thought
boots, too, and once I saw some alligaand Langley, of Ann Arbor, have ad- relative to an oil test, many members losing tor’s hide shoes. Yes,” he continued, name is Law, was a jeweler for many that disease or poison had kUled him
their temper and indulging in personalities.
years, but for the last fifteen or twenty The bird was still warm, and the death
dressed the Legislature upon this subFriday, March 14.— Senate —Bills passed : “Mr. Perkins, I have even heard the years he has lived an absolutelysolitary evidently recent The farmer would
ject, expressing views widely divergent.
bark of a tree— actually seen the tree
The oil test in this State is now 140 de- Relative to the Michigan State Agii cultural So- bark, seen it holler and commence to life in a large house in Lower Domiiiick not eat him himself, bnt plucked
ciety, allowing the society to hold ptopirty to
street. Since his death a large number him for market and left him in the
. grees, but the general sentiment is for
leave. The tree held on to its trunk,
the amount of #100.000. directing its officersto
” a test of 120 degrees. Mr. Thompson, of give bonds, and relievingthe societyof risk which they were trying to seize for of persons have come forward as rela- stable. The next morning he found
tives, and doubtless there are many in the bereft gobbler shiveringnaked on
Sanilac, made a strong speech in favor and loss, by fire or otherwise, of animals on exboard.”
America who are related to this remark- his roost, and looking on him with reof a lower test. He stated that Prof. hibition; amending the act incorporatingthe
publit
schools
of
Battle
Creek....
The
bill
With alum in his bread, coloring able man and might like to send in their proachfnl eyes.
Chandler, of Columbia College, holds
changing
judiciary
circuits was consid- matter in his butter, sand in his sugar, claims at once. His house, when
that oil of 100 degrees test is safe. Prof.
A large number of residents of /Tulered in committee of the whole and a
Langley thinks that there need be no manuscript substitute offeredby the Judiciary and poison in his liquor, the average searched,was fonnd to contain some old are county, Cal, have organized miliaccidentsfrom oil of 110 degrees test. Commit: ee, and the bill referred to the com- man has hard work in getting food and and curious books, a few jars of whisky, tary companies to resist the proposed
drink that will not make him a skeleton many wine bottles, some empty, a great attempt of the Southern Pacific RailThe test of oil in the State of New mittee and ordered printed.
House.—The bill, reducing the flash test of nor kill him. Now comes the adultera- quantity of tea leaves,which he appears
York, I am told, is 110 degrees, thus reroad Company to eject them from their
ducing the price of the article some- kerosene from 140 to 120 degrees Fahrenheit, tion of coffee with date stones, which to have carefullypreserved in
homesteads. They are located on railwhat. Mr. McNabb, of Newaygo, con- was finallypassed. The amendments made to has been discoveredin England. Sev- after he had extracted all the essence road lands, to which they claim to have
tended that the oil used in Ohio is the bill were the abolition of the chill test, and eral tons of “melilotinecoffee,” a com- from them. In the room where he slept, acquired a title. An attempt to eject
fixing the fees for teeting. . .Bills were passed:
much better than the quality in use in Amending the primary-schoollaws; restricting pound of coffee, chiccory and date stones, and where he probably contracted the them will bring about an armed insnrbronchitis that caused his death, it was rection.
this State. He said that Mwe want oil the payment of contracts payable in the Upper were seized in Manchester recently.
;
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converted. The transformationof
man was complete. He bus renounced
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Saturday, March 22d. 1879.
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SCHOOL HOUSE.

thoughts in language,and

his
is

will

tion on the 3l3t day of March— the present

iYow is the time to buy your Clothing: cheaper than

needs

study. He is the happiest
ever saw, and I believe he

to

day

1

ever before offered in the State of Michigan.
AT THE

make one of the most successful min-

isters the

month — on the evening of that day, in the

country has produced.”

CHEAP CASH STORE

public school building, for the purpose of

borrowing money with which to build
new school

house.

notice an editorial

cPditional jCoral.

a

At the same time

we

in The HoWinder,

in

Malarial Fever.

the Dutch language, which warns the peo-

in a

ple,

of the liver

against incurring any such debt as is pro-

E.

Malarial Fevers, constipation, torpidity

very circumscribed manner

and kidneys, general debility,

nervousness and neuralgiac ailments yield
posed by the Board of Education. He
readily to this great disease conqueror,
take issue. On the ground that one mem- Hop Bitters. It repairs the ravages of
ber— and a practical and sagacious bus- disease by converting the food into rich
iness man at that— has told us that the blood, and it gives new life and vigor to
the aged and infirm always. Sec ‘•Proannual outlay m the past, present and
verbs” in other column.
future, has been and must be, larger than

Now

the amount necessary to cover the interest

that

we

tioned articlealso, speak, or hint, that

Mcemry.

Without any

it

fear of con-

In the most beautiful shades and colors, with the buttons to match the goods

are having changeable

virtue of Maealister’s
best in the

These Goods must be serii to be appreciated, and are offered so (heap that they are
within the reach of anybody.

Cough

Mixture, the

market for coughs, colds, asth

Sheeting bleached and unbleached. Calicoes

down ma, spitting of blood, influenza, whoopand inspect the old “ranch,” which bore ing cough, and ail diseases ol the threat
the name of “public school” too long; and lungs. Prepared by John P. Lee,
and see if he wants to commit his or her cor. Halstead and Harrison sirs, Chicago,
tradiction,we invite any one to step

children to the penally of sitting in such

and

is for sale

FRENCH

at Schouten & Westveer’s

on

fire, the “tinder

would take one quarter

of the

pupils with

untimely grave. Those that have

to an

ii

box”

no childrencannot feel this anxiety— of

excuse them for a lack of that feeling
which

unavoidable in others. Again—

is

those that object to incurring the expenses

admit that this building

will have to

is be-

that sooner or later

enlarge it, or build a new
Then we say— when will you burrow money easier, and when will you he
we

will hate to

one.

enabled to build
the present

cheap as is possible at

as

time. When

lumber, lime, etc.,
than

it

now;

is.

nay,

will labor, brick,

become cheaper
when will you see it

Gram Bags-American

:

A

make room. Our Grocery line

is

[

1

;

;

;

'

A Uvmarhablc Itesult.

G. A. K01TING LOCKS ! LOCKS!
NEW LOCKS!

ALBERS,

J\

aiM

mi

J(

GROCERIES.

died in said County of Ottawa inand that hi- estate has been fully adminis
tered.and the administratix
dl^'hnrgedfr mi further triM. but that the real estate beioniting to
said estate,lias not been assigned to the heir at
law. and praying that this Coiirf may adjudicate
and determinewho are the heirs at law. and entitled to said estate. Thereupon it is ordered, that
Pluirijcr, lately

testate,

reports agree

all

Stark A’s-very cheap.

I

etc.,

cheap again— for don’t

so

and cheapest in the Market.

'

I

coming too small, aud

the Cheapest to the Best

Directlyaround each bronchial tube
where it enters the lungs, are about 20.000
A’s and
minute air cells— in the entire lungs 000,000,000. A slight cold producing broni
chial inflammation, a gathering of phlegm
urge stock of Boots and Shoes will be sacrificed to
and a slight difficulty in breathing quickly
always full and complete.
involves the 20,000 air cells, and finally,
if not remedied, the whole six hundred
million become clogged with pus which
must be healed or lite will soon terminate.
Probate Order.
The world's great lung remedv. Dr
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN. Conn'y of Ottawa, ns.
Kihg's \ew Discovery for Consumption,
At u tatfsion of tin- Probate Court of the Couuty
readily heals and permanently cures ihej of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office, in the
Wishes to inform the citizen* of Hollandand
Oily of (fraud Haven in t-aid County, on Wodnes
very worst cases of lung diseases,Coughs,
vicinity tint lie has remove t his stock of
dav. He nineteenthday of March, in the year
(JKOCEKIKS in tin* Jewelrystore of
Colds, Tickling in the Throat, Asthma,
one thousand eisjht hundred and seveiily-niuo
Hoarseness and difficultyof breathing in
Pre>ent: Savu'EI. I,. T.*tk. •Faille of Probate
the shortest time possible. Trial bottles In the matter of the estate of Aldert Plinreer, deOne door west of li >siiHn.where can be found
reas-d.
ten cents. For sale by lleber Walsh, Hola complete stocK of
On reading and flling the petition, duly xerilb d,
land, Michigan.
ol Maria Kanters.representingthat said Albert
|

course— and to that extent we will have to

finest

Tom

Take Warning.

cident should ever happen that the buildget

endless variety

— A kid glove cleaner. In a few minutes you can make your kid glove look
like new. Come and examine our celebrated Badger State Shawls.

dilapidated,rickety, disease breeding drugstore. Price 50 cts. and $1. 30-Gm
building as this is. Moreover, if the ac-

would

COLOGNE. — Ihe

in

A NOV hLI\

a

ings

HARRHsrCxTOIT

BROCADE DRESS GOODS,

the

is not

CT_

A Handsome variety of

sum of money proposed to be bor- weather, and almost everybody has a “had
rowed. Some people, and the above men- cold” you will do well to remember the
mi

T PAR.

A

preparatory

man

liy tlio Bimid of E iuotliim to liold hu (lec-

all he

ACKS

EENB

GR

to the

Gospel ministry. He will make a great
clergyman. He has the gift of clothing

annouucemenl puateil up

n-»ticc the

going to devote himself

is

the
the

iiwi

ms

Simple. Beautiful, Safe.

I have on hand a tine lot of
It makes no difference how many Phywe have had the bjttom of every" <‘,bl Hu* attention of the public, who are. nr
sicians, or how much medicine you have
anticipate to build, to our .StationaryKnob Shank
thing; and are not a great many enterCOFFEES,
SPICES,
Mortice Lock.
tried, it is now an establishedfact that
prises decidedly improving, and prices German Syrup is the only remedy which Tuesday- the fifteenth day of April '''"GComp anil cxnmim*. We will cheerfully
gradually advancing? We forone believe has given complete satisli.eii.-nin severe at nine o’clock, in the forenoon, lie assigned for
- ULi L. a. j::d
LA
L'v_
show ibe goods and explain their
the hearing of said Petition,and that the heirs at
that now is the time, and we hope to see cases of Lung Diseases. It is true there law of the said deceased, and all other persons inoperation.
are yet thousands of persons who are pre
terested in said estate,are requiredto appear at a
the people sanction the intention of the
I
have
a
Japan
Tea
at
40
cts
disposed to Throat and Lung Affections, session of »aid Court, then to be holden at the pro
REMEMBER THE PLACE,

that

TEAS,

1

CANDIES.
1

Board <>f Education with a rising vote that
w ill sound like the unanimous voice of a

people that have always showed them-

office, in Grand Haven, in said County,and
Consumption, Hemorrhages, Asthma. Se- hate
show cause, if any there be. why the prayer of the
vere Colds settledon the Breast, Pneu- petitioner should not be granted: And it is furmonia, Whooping Cough, Arc., w ho have tiler ordered, that said petitionergive notice to the
no personal knowledge ot Boschee’s tin- persons interested in said estate of the pendency
of sain petition and the hearingthereof, hy causman Syrup. To such we would say that ing a copy ol this order to lie publishedin the!
50,000 dozen were sold last year without •• llou.ANuCity Nkw-»,”h newspaper prilled and
one complaint. Consumptives try ju-t one cireulaiedin said County of Ottawa,lor three suecessive weeks previous tu said day of hearing.
bottle. Regular size 75 cents. Sold by
A true copy. ‘Attest.) F r.i. L. TATE.
hll Druggists in America.
0—
Judge of Probate.

education of the youths given in their eai'c

ALo a

nice lot of Cooking and Eating
Apples, Potatoes,Cabbage, Turnips
and all kinds of Vegetables.

CANT-HOOKS!

;

by the hand of Providence. In view then
of the above, we pronounce the new school
house a necessity^ and to incur debt for a

!

4vv

Bucklin'* Arnica Salve.

to be classed with the profligacy of other

\

Fresh Oysters and Sweet Cider

Always

!

necessity,needs no excuse, and ought not

• MORTGAGE SALE.
EFAt LT havin'' been made in the

I

<

nr ham!.

Choice Butter

21*

V

L

IVE

E

A.

CALL.

j

of the City of ChiCNKo. County ol Cook, and Mate
of Hlinoia.ard recorded in the oitiee of tin* Re^every case or money refunded. Price 25 isterof Deeds, for the County of Ottawa. In the;
Cents per box. For Sale by lleber Walsh Sta'c of Michigan, on the UrM day of June. A. 1).
in Liber X of tnorlKujte*. on pa^e 4 rj. which
Holland,Michigan.
aaid morh;aj(c wa* for a vaniahle com>idera,ionU
dinr aligned hy Thomas Lyman and Lewis D.
Wein-ler.executon* of .the estate of the said WalOne of the finest preparationsfor the ter Wright, deceased, to Oliver A. " liitney. on the
Hair we ever got acquaintedwith is “Lee’s eiirhteenthday of February, A. I). IKT'J.which -aid {
assignmentwas duly recorded in the su.d otllcc of ;
Hair Renewer.” It is the best article to i(e*_'Mer ofDceds for said County of Ottawa, on
the I’.th day of February, I St It.' in Liber Id of
restore the color and prevent the falling
Mortstuges, on page Kd. by the non-imviueiit ol
money duo thereon as provided by the terms of the
out, and can be had at Schouten k West
same, and on which mortgage there is claimed t
veer’s drug store. Price on!y 50 cents.
he due at thedateof th s notice, the sum of four
hu .dred and tifiy -iwp dollars,(J4.VJ) w ith interest
30-6
hereon,
the rate ot ten per cent,
per
from this date, c get her with
au attorney fee of ten dollars, titer,in provided,
and no mit or proceeding at law having been it|
,
i stitutodto iceover Hie amoun' now remaining seI IIP undersigned,Dr. L.
Best, having , cured bv S lid mortgage or tiny part taereof.
settledin the citv of Grand Rapids, ofi'eis ' Ms/e/brr,by virtue of the power ot sale contained
his services nsa Physician, Surgeon and
“ltd the statute in -uch -cases
made and provided, notice is hereby given that on
eoucheur ».<> the public at large, amt

guarranteedto give

extremely economical.

it

per.'eci satisfactionin

NEGRO MINSTEL'S CONVERSION— H3
WAS BAPTISED IN NEW YORK

•IS

may

It

LAST.

be interesting to

many

of our

readers who have had he pleasure ol seel

ing and hearing the

Bob Hurt,

to

renowned mbstrel,

read of his conversion and

TRUTHS.

1

on Sunday

baptism,

We

last,

in

New York

clip the following from the

Chicago' Tribune-.

The Berean Baptist Cliureh was

the

scene to-day of the mustering in of ex-

‘

m

NOTICE.
.
. *
r«
L

,

,

,

at
annum

i

l

. .

AW,

Ac-

The church was crowded, in an- concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the Haven. County of Ottawa,uml State ol Michigan,
Cityot Holland, on Saturdayof each week, (that b.-iug the place where tne CircuitCourt for the
ticipationof the baptism of the minstrel.
County of Ottawa is holden). there will be si Id at
where lie can be Consulted during the public vendue,to the highest bidder, Hie lands and
The “Senator” looked supremely happy day.
premises situate in the County ofOttawn and Suite

Adams.

,

,

;

us he grasped the clergyman’s hand, and

L. E. BEST, M. D.
Grand Rapids, Nov. 25 1878.

when he emerged from the water there
a sparkle in his

eye which spoke

unmistakablelanguageof

In

his religious en-

ilnr Atlmtiscnmit's.

thusiasm. Had the place been other than
a

church, the great congregation would

have broken forth in a burst of applause.
There
ter

is

probably no man

known to the

INTEND TO BUILD?

been one of dissipation and excitement. The whisky which inspired at
life has

first demoralizedat

If so»

’last. He

lost

J.

engage-

then Go to

when
the hand of Christ, ns he says, was
stretched forth to save him. Mr. Adams
described the rescue of Bob Hart: “Four
weeks ago Butnerland was returning to
Hackensack. He had been on a spree,
and was drunk at the time. Some person
in the car told him Billy Dwyer had
signed the pledge. The intelligence sobered hint. He said to himself: “If
Dwyer can reform there, is hope for me.”
He determined to reform then and there.
fust

was

descending to

utter disgrace

a terrible struggle with

the whisky

in his system, but, with the aid of bis wife
he fought

it

out.

lie hunted

he began

the next

to seek

Friday afternoon, was clearly

<fc

STORE,

A. Steketee.)

|

Hod Billers are Hie Forest and Best Bitters

EVHR

Just received at

P.

& A. STEKETEE.

if

you want to

profit

by

the advantages

Haven. March
Si

18. 1879.

A. WHITNEY. Antqn" of Mortgage
Cross. AUomeyt for A«*l inf-. b i3w
.

neiu lot of fine Dress Goods, new

Spring Styles.
Skirt

Hulinorals.Sli vtings— hlei'cheil and u:ib eached— in endless variety. •
—

An immense

lot

their

COUGH MIXTURE.

ilitferenl prices.

operations.

They gi ve new life and vigor to the aged and
intlrm. To all whose employments cause ir
regularityof the. bowels or urinary organs, or
who requirean Appetizer.Tonic and- Mild
StimuluM.th* se Bitters are invaluable, being
highly curative,tonic ai.d stimulating,without
in'oxicating.
No matter wba* your feelings or symptoms
are. w ha; the (ti». n<<: or ailment Is, use Hop
Hitters. Don t wait until you ate sick, but If
you only feet bad or miserable, use the Hitt is
at once. It may save your life. Hundreds
have been saved by so doing.
Will be paid for a cause they will not cure or
help.
Do not stifler yonrself or let your friends suffer. but use and urge them to use Hop Hitters.
Remember. Hop Hitlers is no vile, drugged,
drunken nostrum, but the Purest and Hesc
Medicineever made: the "Invalid’s Friend
and Hope,” and no person or family should be
wilhoitithem. Try the Hitters today.

TRY HOP COUGH CURE AND PAIN RELIEF.

des,

mm

ERRORS
OF YOUTH.
A

m mi

Farmer's Tools* Clover,
Timothy and Excellent Freeh

....

and Kt'HHFU

-also

A complete line ol Groceries, which nrc
aUviiys kept fresh hy coutinuul nr
rival. Dobbins’ and other firstclass Soups in large quantiliis.

Ihges

icd Lsnons from tie West

Oar 40

cts.

Indies,

Tea beats everything.

Just Rocieved Fresh

GARDEN SEEDS
FLOWER SEEDS.

and REID’S

& A. STEKETEE.

8, 1879.

A GENTS WANTED

Afo&tr

GREAT WORK,

GfcHTLE.MAN who suffered for years fiora
Nervous DEI) I LI I'Y,
DECAY
and all the effects of youthful indiscretion,will lor
the sake of suffering humanity, send Irce to all
win need it. the recipe aud directions for m iking
(if
the simple remedy bv which he w <s cured. Mifferti
ers wishing to profit by the. advertiser’sexperience
Being a complete hlctory of afl the Important
cau do so by addressing in perfect confidence.
induatrioHOfAmerica,Including Agrlcullural,Me-

l\

PKEMATUKB

JOHN

H.

OGDEN, 42 Cedar bt.. New

lie

lied

Slates

York. chanical. Mannfacturtni?. Mining, Commercial and
other enterprise*.

ABOUT I 0i0 LARGE OCTAVO PAGES A'; D OX)
FINE ENGRAVINGS. NO WORK
LIKE IT EVER PUBLISHED.
Second Edition Now in PRESS.
For term* and terrlopy apply once to
The Henry Bill Pufcltifaing Co., Norw.cb,Ct

R'S Cough Mixture loosens the
phlegm,and acts like n charm in cases of

2 ln-5-flw.-

$\E0.

.

'

WATCHES

CROUP,

Those who are troubled with coughing at night,
can find immediate
. —

No

family ought to be without

Great Reduction m Prices of

It.

ELGIN WATCHES,

Prepared only bv
J. P. Lkk, Chicago, III.

Stem and Rcy-WInding Watct.w,SilverCues,
Fine Movement*,

to its Original Uhlor,

and prevents

it

from

fulling out.

SOLID
H.

Both these remediesare for sale at

ONLY

BY
METER &

CO.,

DEALKRM IN

Dn. Stnoi’TKN’sDrug Store.

.....

SH E4

GOO ua,

Holland. Feb.

COUGHS

HAIR RENEWER
GENERAL HARDWARE, LEE’S Restores
the Hair

Garden Seeds
Holland, Mich., March

HOOTS,

FOR SALE HY ALL DKUUG1STS.

An Extra Fine Remedy fur

BRONCHIA and

A large stock of

P.

l-2i>w

mu,

ALSO—

of Flannels, in ^11 colors, and of

llislm

Macallister’s

LOCKS, and

M

A

relief.

offered in

m

A Luge line of new Spring Style Calicoesand a
sp cnilidlot of Ginghams, also

M \DE.

They are r impounded from Hops. Duchil.
Mandrake and Hand, lion— the oldest,best and
most vu nahle medicinesin the world, andcoti(uin uli the hc-t and uio-t nirntivt properties
of other Hitters, being the great Mood Puritler.Liver K* giilator. and l.ifeand Ileal. h l(estoring A-.ent on earth. No (license or ill
iiealt. i can possibly long exist where these
Hitters are used, so vurbd amt perfect are

MAOALI8TE

And purchase your goods of him,

up Dwyer,

salvation,and

KLEYFS

(next to P.

went with him to Evans’ temperancemeeting, and signed the pledge. From that

moment

K.

HARDWARE

ments because he was not reliable,and

on

Lowing

and for twenty-threeyears has been

stump orator in the minstrel hall. His

It

I

OLIVER

before the world in the character of a

was

of Michigan,described in said mortgage, or so!
much thereof ns may be necessary to satisfy the
amount due on said mortgage us above specified.
wl:h interestthereon lit ten per cent . and all legal
costs,together with uu attorney fee of ten dollars,
as provided for therein ; said premises being described as follows, to-wit: The northwest fractional qu Tier, also the east half of the southwest
quarter of section twenty-nine (29), in township
eight (8). north of range sixteen (Hi) west, containing aWU.VlW) acres,riiore or less, according to Government survey.

Gran

thafi

“Senator” Bob Hart. He is 47 years of
age,

DO YOU

in this ciiy bet-

general public

C. MELIS.

SPRING GOODS

i

l

m.

1

“Seuator"Bah Hart as a soldier of the
Cross. James M. Sutherland, known to
the theatricalworld as “Bob Hart,” was whereas he pays particular attention to Saturday, the 28th day of June, 1879,
at 1 o'clock in the afternoonof that day, at the
baptised at noon by the Rev. John Quincy chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has Loiit door of theCoti't House, in the Clty’ofGrand

was

WM.

|

>

City.

y

dm

j

ON SUNDAY

20-1

i

!

A

CANT-HOOKS.
THE NEWEST STRONGEST,
AND BEST.

& Fresh

Lggs.

con

The best Salve in the world for Cols,
governments.Truly, Holland City
YJ ditiouH of a certain morti'uj'e,beiirmr date,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt Rheum. Tetter,
the tli day of May. A. I) INT-.',executedby Galen
cannot be called extravagant. We would
Chapped hands, Chilblains, (.’urns, and all Kaxtmaii, of the City of Grand Haven. Ottawa Gr I
he nearer the truth, if anything, to pro- kinds of Skin Eruptions, This salve is County,Mid Slate of Stic hi "an. to Walter Wright,
city

nounce

Post-Office.

1

j

selves ready to promote the welfare and

Opposite the

which cannot be surpassed

.

on

hand.
Eight

22, 1870.

6-1 y

Street,

• •

Ikilurj. Coi&i, Srac2 Hichints, Ut
Holland Mich.
RIVER STREET, HOLLAND MICH.

—

ALSO

$11.00

-

CLOCKS VERY CHEAP.
at n.

WIJKHtfIZEN.

Watch and Clockmaker.0th street, oppooit j First
3-13
Reformed Church. Holland, Mich.

*

Jackson county is forming a

lotting*.
Blection

is

drawing nigh, and

still

we

The

hear of no primary meetingsin this city.

by
Mr.

J. Alberti,one

hard

Hard

times in

in again at a lively rate.

ti,

night

daddy

000, 000 gallons less beer

time

first

in

$12,300; Harriinan,

Queen

yellow deposit which

had the smell of,

and burned like, sulphur.

in 1878 than

The

3877.

$8,

SCO; O’Leary, $1,-

pressed

ft

--

Victoria, it

is

DRY GOODS

rumored, has ex-

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

the Prince of Wales is encouragingher to

and the United

visit both that country

o

Our Advertisement

will

cover this space for the
ensuing year.

A Complete a sortment of Children's and Infants’
shoes for rail and winter,amt a full Hue of
Ladies' and Uentlcman'e wear.

total number of bills and joint re-

Old Mr. Wheaton, father of Mr. Ed.
House of Rep- Wheaton, fell dead at Hamilton, on FriIn south Georgia the negroes are rap
resentatives during the Congress which day last, while sawing wood with his son,
klly withdrawing from the labor markets,
has just expired is 6,820, and for the Sen- of heart disease.Only a few days ago we
settling upon cheap lands, and working
ate is 1,936.

callIndsee

solutionsintroduced in the

-

lor themselves.

--

Mr.

saw the old gentleman, apparently in very

\

Kuite, our popular butcher, was
is

J.

Mu.

—

Wissers, Mrs. L. Curtis,
Smith.

The

city of

the-

Grand Haven has another

first-classcommotion about spiritual

afternoon. Everybody is invited

No doubt,

It

this is a Hist class

Grand Haven during the

Mu.

Thos. Purdy, our popular

grower,

who

--

dull

advertising

season?

of St. .Joseph, has arrived

tion to merit a continuance

-

The

--

house, and 4th, a large organ in the

captain is

church. Blow

ye winds of money,
-----

We

A company is

blow.

" “uk('c- 'vis-. ,ur

a

being formed in Mil-

llie

1,1 l,uildi"G

flouring mill

year, or 10

world. $1.00 a
cents a number. American

Tuesday. lu*t^w-ft«TTm> eiroles when the

wwremiitdJlmi Mr.

House. The Senate was
ready for business a few minutes after

elected in the

Judge Stone seem-; to have forgotten

created on

Israel O’.colt

House of Representativeshad
pledged itself not to vote any subsidies,

that the

an

1

Our

to the

gave his vote for Roach’s Brazilian

Fairbanks^ iiamea*{-4bt»-piHrnt3"tCt!l men who were affectedby

very indig«Htttabout

itw

over 3,000 dozen of eggs during tin* last

the Legislature of this State “that the re-

two weeks. Considering the amount of

ligious excercises at

dealers engaged in this business, we can

House he prefaced with singing: and that

t

form a

faint idea

shipped out

of the amount of

Colony weekly,

of this

---

e<

----

-------

Church on Friday evening

public are cordiallyinvited to attend.

On

city we learn that

the ladies of the

Church.

W. C.

P. U. at Hope

Sold by T. E. Annis

All Indies interested iu the sub-

The very

it

once and

Jamestown and Bleudon have expressed a desire to help us.
Jamestown people say “that they alone
have wood enough for a furnace for ten
years to come”. Everything looks very
Olive, West Olive,

& Co., Druggists and

lavorable.

An

on

exciting little runaway took place o^

the business, we fear no

be announced

structed to issue circulars to all county ag-

sent to the meeting here

on April 10, Ij organize the Western Mich

igan

f, if.

wil

Y.

THE WE Y BURN MEDICINE CO.
in this space in 338,
Rochester, N.

P. O. Box
l-Siflw

mm

Money! Money!!
Can be made by examining the large
new stock of

FURNITURE

Comer Canal & Bronson St
Grand Rapids, Mich.

FIRST

Which

WARD

I

have purchased lower than eve

cheaper than ever before.

A FULL LINE OF CARPETS, FROM THE
CHEAPEST TO THE BEbT.

DRUG STORE,

Come and

see the goods and ascertain
prices before on purchase.

Three doors East of Kruiscnga’s Store.
Beautiful Live Geese Feathers, Cheap.

Dr.R.A.Schouteii,

Wall Paper at Wholesale and

FR-OPRIETOR.

Retail.

Agricultural society. Gentlemen

winds and cold
weather
the
past
few
days
have driven a
.On Friday last Allegan county lost one
of her oldest settlers, by death. Mr. An- field of ice about two miles wide against
thon Schoruo, who was horn in the high- this shore, which is keeping fish tugs from
lands of Switzerland, 75 years ago, moved 1 lifting their nets, set a week ago, and will
to this country and settled in Allegan probablydestroy the nets. The steamer
,

ties that the westerly

county in 1836, raised a family of twelve Minneapolis, from Milwaukee, with
children, all hut one of whom are still passengers,arrived outisde at 4 A.
,

RHEUMATISM,
Drops v, Erysipelas, Scrofula, Secondary Syphilis.
Gravel, Diabetes, and all diseases In which the
blood Is Implicated, Is now oflered to the public.
Hold by all Retail Druggists, and (wholeiale only)

from Berrien,Kalamazoo,Ottawa, Mus-

letter did

,||e fmesl un(1

VAN RAALTE.

a couple of weeks.

This new store will keen a full supply of the best

Tuesday, hut was unable to

thirty

Hal

and dnest

not state whether there

Momiiiy l„9t. Mr. Tinbout, ol Zcehmd, l|lliv(, impr,ivcd one „f

K.

DR. L. D. VVKYBUUN’H ALTERATIVE SYRUP.
iWA remedy used Thirty five yean In a private
le- practice,and never failingto radicallycure

riculturalsocietiesin the state, requesting
that delegates be

B

THE WORLD’S BALM.

ence and full knowledge of

will aclt

County Agriculturalsociety on
Monday of last week the secretary was in-

feet, and

years ago

I)

be

els.

was any hope of kegon, Oceana and other counties made
speeches in favor of the movement.
her recovery. Rev. Bronson was pastor
if we completeour effort. About this we
have very little doubt. Parties from of the M. E. Church iu this city a few
Wit are informed by Grand Haven parFurnace, is that we will certainly have it

for buy

together with a long experi-

is the best

the Kent

Orleans, Ionia

The

facilities

,

Specialty.

—

wonderful to relate, was not killed, al-

latest news about the Blast though serioulyinjured.

Makes Custom Work

ing as low as any in the trade,

At a meeting of the executiveboard of

this resolu-

days ago, throwing her 40

a few

Of the neatest styles and best qualitieswhich
efler cheaperthan auybedy else.

Apothecaries, Holland, Mich.

Co., w as struck by a passing express train,

temperanceate invited to be present.

ject of

there is nothing equal, try

Rev. Bronson’s little

girl, at present residing at

Having

Consumption unless cured.

convinced, large size bottle for 50

a private letter received in this

Friday afternoon Mrs. Boise will address

to

remedy on Earth, the best Physicianssay

meet that evening at the close of the

From

have our share of
life, to encounter, some

The American Cough Cure,

afternoon session to make, arrangementsto

next. The

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

this

have bad coughs and colds that ere

long will lead

the opening ot this

Mus. L. M. Boise, of Grand Rapids, will carry out the suggestions of
deliver a temperanceaddress at Hope tion.”

Goods will be marked

Our Spring Opening
jog through

world of ours, we all

of us

those interestedin this subject be requested
to

so? As we

ups and downs of

that Mr. G. A. Koning bought and shipped^

as low as the

House and to the President and gitimate competition.

Ib’nt rr

a like Ibrgetlul-

A resolution was adopted on Tuesday
Iasi by the House of Representatives
of

As an item of interest we can mentio?

in

Boots and Shoes

then adjourned to Hie following day.

ness.— Gm/i'f IlnpUU Etenimj Pont.

.^

prices

meciing, and sent messages to that effect

was married to Miss Anna Kuite, both of subsidy scheme. Ellsworthand Uubbell
this city, j>uiuu.«)X wtekrugo, by Justice were the only other Michigan CongressI.

BEHOLD.

1877.

is

Imycjust received UppincjU's\fag
Book Exchange, Publishers, N. Y.
azine for April, and we bid it welcome. It the largest flouring mill in the world. It
is replete with interesting reading matter, is claimed that the company will be orCongress met on Tuesday last, and orand is printed beautifully and illustrated ganized and the mill constructedwithout ganized in a few minutes after meeting.
handsomely. Its typographicalappear- delay.
The old speaker, Mr. Randall, was re-

QmiEJi commotion was

1,

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,

newest in the literary

of one hundred ruu-o!stones capacity, thus giving to Milwaukee

ance improves from year t^year.

second

The Library Magazine for March will
in plain figures, and
be ready on the 28th— not dated iu advance, as is the custom— its contents
Our system of (One Price)
being mainly from the foreign publications of same date, thus giving what is strictly carried out.

in

ever.

first

E.

Holi.anb.Mich., Sept.

DEALER

Our stock will be

---

money, and Harriinan third. Ennis

leading topics on the street dining fine health and spiritsand feels as lively as

2nd, two public halls; 3d, a new school

Call In and get bargains.

of the same.

lowest.
View, Mcntcalm Go., litre with his engineer to lit out his tugmaking arrangements to go to England to
has arrived back to lake charge ol his boat Daisy Lee, which has been undergo,
compete for the champion belt once more.
Our
fruit farm. Welcome back!
ing repairs during the past winter at Anderson’s ship yard.

us.

on Saturday Light. Rowell, (the English-

past winter at Lake

The

patronage

The now famous contest in pedestrianism, in New York city, last week, closed to none.
man) won the race; Ennis takes second

Cart. Barnes,

the past week were: 1st, the blast furnace;

liberal'

—

By order of Many Citizens.

fruit-

lins sojourned during the

very

------

I am now set) ini the Howe Sewing Machine,
and will henceforthkeep It for sale at my store
Peddling machines with wagons ha* been abolishes
for the simple reason that the prices of machine*
aic too low to admit of any expense in that way

for

tion.

mani-

job! Wonder

bow much -Kamhout gets for

looks first-rate!

to

attend regardless of previous party affilia-

work, by cleaning up and newly papering festations in the house of one Kamhout.

his barbershop. Well doneK Leen!

their

:o:

on Thursday, the 27th inst., at 2 o'clock iu

Wm. Verbkek, P.M.

his first salute.

de Groot, our popular barber,
across the way, inaugurated his spring

Thanking our patrons

---A union Caucus will be held in the during the past, we hope by
Wesley Town House of the Township of Holland,
fair dealing and polite atten-

John

L.

—

--

at Holland, Mich., March, 20th, 1879.

..office

live assistant, lie tipped the beam at nine

pounds when he made

good health.

List of lettersremaining in the Post

presented last week with another prospec

Just received si

HEROLD,
- -

lE.

strong wish to see Canada, and

Stales.

in

BOOTS & SHOES
—

profits of the walking-match for

000.

sul-

---

OP

the walkers are: Rowell, $21,500; Ennis,

this

Reading and Allentown, Pa., had

consumption of

in the

work for the

Fin*

stock:

—

dollars.

The

the melo-

phur showers Monday, the rain leaving a

Germany are shown

nothing more than

to

mint at New Or-

lately reopened

tad

SO & 92 Canal St. IfcTIEW

leans has already made thirty thousand

dious whistle of the stave factory called

the hands
Messrs. Walsh <& Bench are paying 95
Springr
cents per bushel tor wheat, and the farm*
it

was injured Sunday

frost.

On Thursday morning last

brought fourteen horses with him.

•en are rushing

the vicinity of Mem-

of our livery men,

home on Thursday morning, and

arrived

a

The

A

com-

menced on Kenosha harbor.

fruit crop in

phis, Tenn.,

Active operations have been

soldiers’

and sailors’union.

Udicioet, ferkerit’, Toilet

Molt,

room

Coffins

Cigars,

Sett*

ami Caskets

finest

Sett*.

always

on hand.

Writing Material, Snuff,
And the

and Parlor

assortmentof

Fair dealing can be relied on.

Wines &
(for

Liquors,

While I thank the public for their patronage of
the past, I hope to merit and solicita liberal share
ol it for th« future.

Medicinaluse only,)

And almost

everything else belonging in a well
stockeddrug store.

N. B. Call and area most beautifulvariety o
Camp hairs,ornaments,picture frames, brackets

etc.
(.

M

on

etc.,

The above firm are the manufacturers of DR.
break her way
8C ROUTE N’S

Holland, May

8.

KKlDSEMA.

15., 1878.

'ad l,ls le',m sl""dinS
farms iu AIIWm county. lie whs in, and remained a mile outside. Twenty
EXPECTORANTPILLS
lIo|V«rd&McBride-9 law nfflee. when they i a,ienslck wilh |ung f„v,»r* about il.ree passengers walked ashore over moving AHII-S1L15
-A. IT ID
touk Irighl, run down to Seventh .Ireol,
of w|llcll di8e„se ,le dk.d „n cakes of ice. Thus the pocr fishermen of
The advertiser,having been permanently cured
of that dread disease, Consumption, by a simple
up Seventh to Market street, where they
Grand Haven will perhaps sustain another Compound Syrup of Rhubarb. remedy, is anxiousto make known to his fellow[Friday, the lUflk
18th tfanf
inst.
turned up toward the City Hotel and
sufferersthe means of cure. To all who desire it,
heavy loss.
Prescriptionscarefully compound at alt hours, he will send a copy of the prescription used, (free
stopped before the sidewalk— it lying a , Pursuant to call a meeting of
of charge,) with the directions foi preparingand
3G-iy
It is no doubt interesting to our mari- day or
using the same, which thev will nnd a suie cure
little too high to suit their notion. The /friends of temperancewas held at
for Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, Ac.
wagon was smashed to pieces but no per- Union Schoolhouse on Monday evening1 ners to know the present condition of our
Parties wishing the prescription, will please
harbor. We are informed by Mr. W. W.
address,
sons got hurt.
I will mall (Free) the receipe for a simple VegeAfter some discussion it was resolvedt(
E. A. WILSON. 191 Penn 8t.,
Burke, inspector at this port for the U- 8. table Balm that will remove Tan. FRECKLES.
revive the red ribbon organization.Th
Winiamsburgh,N. Y.
PIMPLE*, and Blo‘ches, leaving the skin soft,
1
26w
On Monday morning last the United following persons were appointed n com Government, that from the place where clear and beautiful; also Instruction*for producing a luxuriant growth of hair on a bald head or
States Circuit Court, in session at St.
the steps lend up to the lighthouse to the smooth face. Address, Inclosing 3c. stamp,
mittee to revue the constitution and by
Louis, decided the case of the American
eud of the south pier, the least water is
BEN. VANDKLF A CO., 20 Ann 81., N. Y.
laws: J. C. Post, W. Cropley, P. Koning,
l-Mw
Middlings Purifier Company against the
14 feet. Inside and outside of this there
Prof. Bangs, Rev. H. Uiterwijk and the
millers of this city, in favor of defendants,
s considerable more. The channel is lochairman of the meeting— G. Van Schclon the ground that the re issued patent
ven. The ‘‘Reynolds” pledge will he ated in the middle until you reach the
H.
&
does not conform to the original, and
tops mentioned above, then hug the south
circulated during the week, and the next
Have
re-opened
their
extensive
Furniture
busitherefore is invalid. The Minnesota cases
ier straightout, at the end of which you
meeting will be held on Wednesday eveness, closed by the big Are of 1871, on the corner of
follow the St. Louis cases. Plointiffs will
can steer as you please and you will find
ning, at the same place, to complete th
Ninth Sc River Streets.
probably appeal to the United States Suplenty of water. The water in Luke Michreorganization and elect new officers.
premo Court. This will, no doubt, be
igan is at presept a foot lower than the
In opening this store we open the finest and
welcome news to ojr millers who have
largest Furniture store in Ottawa Co., and respectMr. J. D. Busted, Esq. proprietorof the usual standard, and consequently there
fully invite our old customers to corns ana exthese patent machines in their mills.
“Lowell Nursery,” informs us that the will be 8% feet at the least when the
amine our stock of goods, consisting of the finest
and best kinds of furniture to the cheapest,Inorchards in and around Lowell are in the Lake assumes her natural stage. The
cluding
all the latest atyles, such as East Lake.
For some time past it was noticed that
Queen Anne, etc., which we offer at
best possible condition for a good crop of Governmentwill add 100 feet to the north
Mr. J. B. Davidson was suffering from
fruit. The weather has not been cold pier and 100 feet to the south pier
some mental derangement, and gradually
enough this winter to Injure the buds in during the coming season, and in adgrowing worse, his relatives and friends
the least. The coldest weather there the dition thereto permission has been asked to
Jewelers,
deemed it advisable to take him to KalaBaring bought everything new we can ifll lower
thermometer showed only 2 deg. below dredge the whole length— a ceutie cut— to
with a small profit, than old stock can be told "at
DEALERS IN
mazoo for treatment.He was accordingly
cost.’
zero— that is— on the fruit lands where the the depth of 16 feet.
appreciate
adjudged Insane by competent authority,
elevation was from 150 to 200 feet. We the interestMr. Burke takes in the wel- Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
and on Friday Inst Sheriff Vcrplanke took
A complete stock;
and
could almost say : likewise here. Several fare of this community by watching closely
him to Kalamazoo. Let us hope he will
see for yourself.
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
thermometershave been watched, and over our harbor, and recommendingsuch
flioon recover. Mr. Davidson \*as of an
the very lowest only showed 6 below on repairs and improvements as will both be
Remaining Proprietors of the
amiable disposition,sober, industriousand
one morning this winter Our fruit trees lasting and for immediate benefit.
withal a pleasant person. Everybody who
look healthy and the buds has begun to
believes in “Friendship,Love and Truth,”
Indigestion.

m

iwkB
'

si it

TO CONSUMPTIVES.

if

night.
PIMPLES.

A

Joslin&Breyman,

Watchmakers $

NEW

W.

STORE!

VERBEEK

CO.

Very Low Prices.

We

come

,

FHCBITIX

swell.

will join us in sincere sorrow over the ca
lamity which befell him and his family.

Planing Mill,

The main cause of nervousnessis indiIn answer to repeated Inquiries by my
customers for a First-Class Felt Hat, I
have purchased a stock of the finest hats
in the piarket— the “Stetson,” commonly

is caused by weakness of
Kinds of Spectacles.
the stomach. No one can have sound
We are prepared to manofactiire Inmlture to ordei
The Best, Safest,and Cheapest remedy
nerves and good health without using Hop
and can afford to sell common war* very cheap.
for all affectionsof the Bladder and KidBitters lo strenghten the stomach, purify
We also keep ourselves prepared to do all kiadi
Eitae ot
neys— such as gravel, diabetes, etc,— is known as the Philadelphiahat. It is a the blood, and to keep the liver and kidho-aawlug,making of Doors
the Genuine Imported Harlem Oil. For superb article, and are for sale at very low neys active, to carry off all the poisonous
Repairing
Neatly and Promptly Executed.
r»1c at J. O. Doeshurg's Ding store only figures, at
and waste matter of the system. Bee other
H. W. VERBEEK A Co.
price 25 cts per
6-13 w.
y D. BERTSCH. column.
Uoilaws, March 24,
l-ly.
Ioi.lisb,Mich., Jaly 25, I87§.

bottle.

6-tf.

gestion, and that

All

Fall

Gold Feas«

1878.

fiash^nd
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L
A LIFE SCENE.

love with Charley Goie; but Arthur
Lambert was tremendously prejudiced
against the young man, and took every
possibie occasion to say bitter things
about him before Rose.
Of course this only fanned the flame
of her love for him. There is nothing
like a little wholesome persecutionto
intensify a love affair; so the more Arthur swore his sister shouldn’t
Gore, the more she declared she would.
As for Gore, he was a terribly lazy
church
fellow. He had gone into the churc

BT *. I. OBODCH.

They toll me I am ud.
A Kloom to on my brow,
And aak me why I ahould
Let grief afflict me now.
They point me to the beautiee,
That

flit

ao bright and gay,

And urge it to ray duty
To chaae dull care away.

mam

I muao me much on childhood,
. Those aunny days of yore,
When 111 waa true and faithful,
Nor hearts corruption wore;
They little think their pleasure#
Can have no charms for one
Whose Inmost soul’s deep measures
Lie burled In the tomb.

on leaving college, only because he

a great scandal abont him, and,

;

A MSS??™
I.

and she was re-

12,

of escaping, and did a little more crying
over it.
trysting-

».

he rowed down

to Lambert’s
he could catch a glimpse
of Rose. He saw no one except Arthur,
who sat on the piazza in front of the
door glancing defianceat him. A visit
under those circumstances being impossible, the disappointed young man
turned about and rowed home, wishing
that there were no such things as
brothers, and very much puzzled to
know what to do.
In the meantime Rose passed her
house to see

homestead,Cedar Point, and settled
down in the sweet indolence of bachelorhood. He sat in his gardfen, or on
the piazza that overhung the bay, and
smoked and read all the afternoon for
days and days together, until he met
Rose Lambert, when an extraordinary
fit of energy took hold of him, and he
rowed do\t n the bay three miles to her
brother’ll house every day, and came

if

’

That pure platoniclove,
She spoke to me of heaven,
The spirit world above.
She whisperedthat the angels
Had beckonedher to come;
She told me death, their messenger,
Would bear her quickly home.
She noted for a moment
The pallor on my cheek
I could but murmur faintly
“ Car st leave me, dearest— speak ?"
:

Her eyes as softly beaming
Were turned again to mine,
In a sad. sweet smile reproachful,
In a look that seemed divine.
She said our life was happy—
Our toys were all complete—
As to the light of reason
We bowed in homage sweet.

Look

to our Great Creator;
His laws are bright aa day;
We’ve thought and studied on them
And would not disobey.
But then His edict’s issued—
I feel it plainly now—
To bear my soul to heaven;
To Hto bleat command I bow.

CONSUMPTION

^ara'ayrjrar^. x*

— $3300

FR|E^M^^.jia2Sr

$7

OIL

VOUNC MENir^iriiW
WANT

uresque little spot where two large room in sad confusion.Two great bags
rocks, standing at right-angles, left a of coarse canvas, filled with ornaments,
sheltered, cozy corner, in which a etc., lay in the hall, and r\ '•uantUyof
!

(A«

clothing, tied up in a blanket, lay at the
foot of the stairs.

Wondering what on earth could be
ascended the stairway, and just as he reached the second
floor saw a man unlock Rose’s door and
He had just got the words out of his coolly enter her chamber.
mouth when he saw the flutter of a
Rose, who was lying on the sofa, gave
shawl at the corner of the rock, and a scream of terror, and the man drew
Rose presented herself, looking as back alarmed. Gore made three stops

But fall not— be a teacher
Of our Great Father’slaws,
And to earth’serring creatures
Unfold Hto holy cause.

And lead them up to virtue,
That purest gem of life;

Seek to assuage corruption.
To turn the tide of strife.’'
The silent shades of twilight
Now deepened into night;
The moon, in bright effulgence,
Now shod her gloriouslight.

blooming as her floral namesake.
Now I’m not going to tell all that they
did and said when they first met. for
most everybody knows all about it from
experience;and, however nice such
meetings are in real life, they are always
a little flat to read in print. Therefore
I shall omit the first ten minutes’ conversation,and go at once to what concerns my story.
“ What do you suppose Arthur is going
to do?” asked Rose.
“ I’m sure I don’t know; whip me, I
suppose.”
“ Yes ; but that’s not all. He is going
to watch me, and if he finds out that we
have met again he will lock me up in
my chamber ! ”
“ No — you don’t mean it! ”
“ Yes— so he says.”
“ I tell you what it is. little maiden
mine, I’ve got an idea.”

turned to catch one whisper
From her, almost adored;
A smile was on each feature,
But she spoke no thrilling word.
I pressed her hand with fervor,
With
ith a ishudder all unknown;
The crushing truth flashed on
Her spirit bright had flown.

I

mo—

the matter, Charley

from the head of tbe stairs to the door,
and recognized in the stranger a man
who had been committed to the St.
Blossom jail for burglary,but who had
been pardoned
“What, Jake Williams!” exclaimed
Gore.

ma

THE SMITH

and the two brothers-in-lawhave had
many a hearty laugh over the accidents
and incidentsof the night when there
was a burglary
_ . and an elopementfrom

out.
I

tlie

“Parson Gore, as I’m alive!” cried the
burglar. “My game’s up— I’d better

premises.

A Revolution in Stone-Cutting.

A revolution in stone-cutting seems
likely to be accomplishedby a machine
sherry this crib ! ”
And he darted off before Charley invented by Mr. R. R. Atchison, of New
could make out what he said. As he York. It is operated by steam power,
ran he dropped several silver spoons equivalent to that of a single horse;
and forks, «;ome skeleton keys, and a but it does the work of a dozen or more
variety of articles, that showed what he men, within a given time, in this laborihad been about pretty plainly. He had ous and unhealthy occupation,with the
Beneath the weepingwillow.
Within the old church-yard,
seen Arthur Lambert nde into the vil- greatest accuracy and perfection. HereThey made for her a pillow
lage of St. Blossom that evening, and tofore it has seemed an impossibility to
Where grows the fresh, green sward.
Tears still are fleeting onward,
had hastened over to accomplish a rob- substitute machinery for hand-labor in
And memory still is true—
bery he had long been planning. The the preparationof stone for costly
I but live for fame and honor
surprise of finding Gore in the house buildings; but, after four years of unreAnd the good that I can do.
had frightenedhim, and he fled, leav- mitting thought and labor, Mr. Atchi“ What is it?”
Then urge no more your pleasures.
son appears to have accomplishedthat
ing his booty behind.
But keep them for your own;
“ The sooner we marry, the better.”
Arthur, in the interim, had been result. Few persons, except those enI have a livingfountain
The little maiden blushed, but didn’t
This world has never known.
much worried by a vague presentiment gaged in building operations, can realize
And, when in thought or action,
say anything against the proposition.
that Gore would prosecute his original the amount of labor required to prepare
A wrong would enter in,
“This courting under difficulties,” intention of carrying Rose off that a single stone designed for the walk of
Bright wings are rustlingever
continued Charley, “ is hard work, and
To beguile me from all sin.
night, but some very urgent business a substantial building,or the cost of
Chicago Ledger.
you know I never had much taste for
had called him to St. Blossom, and be the same. Days, weeks, and even
that. I had a good deal rather marry
could not avoid going. He had left months are sometimes expended in the
A BURGLARY AND AN ELOPEMENT. first and do the courting afterward. I strict orders with the servantsto admit the cutting of a single block to the reshall have more time, and far better opno one ; but two of them had taken ad- quired dimensions. By the use of Mr.
“I tell yon,” cried Arthur Lambert, in portunities. In fact, it always seemed
vantage of his absence to go out visit- Atchison’smachine great blocks of
* rage, “if I catch that sneaking scoun- queer to me that men don’t make love
ing, and the chambermaid- the only granite or other stone are smoothed with
drel in this house again, I’ll break every to their wives more than they do ; they
one left — was so frightened by hearing about the same rapidity that iron is
have such glorious chances ! What do
»bone in his body *
the burglar’smovements up stairs that planed by the well-known machinery
Rose Lambert laughed derisively.
you say to our marriage now?”
she had hidden herself in the coal-cel- used for that purpose.
“Take care that you don’t come off
Rose hadn’t thought of it so soon. lar, and remained there speechlesswith
second-best,
valiant brother. She blushed a good deal, and hesitated terror.
Neglected PresidentialHomes.
Charles is not a ‘ sneaking scoundrel,’ a good deal, but finally concluded that
Jefferson’s home, Monticello,is to be
Arthnr transacted his business with all
and I think that if you came to blows she had rather get ready in a few days,
sold at auction on the 20th inst. A bill
possible
dispatch,
and
hurried
home
mid be in danger of and be married without noise and cerewith him you woulc
has just been introduced into the Tenbeing the greatest sufferer of the two ” mony, than to run the risk of being from the village as fast as his horse nessee Legislature to give perpetual
“I’m not afraid of him, nor of all the locked up, and having Charley insulted could cairy him. Entering the yard in use and occupation of the Hermitage,
the rear of the house, he saw a small
and troubled continually.
Cores who ever sung psalms.”
the grave of Jackson, to Mrs. Sarah
The rest of the conversationwas, like wagon standing by the high barn-yard York Jackson and her heirs forever.
“I don’t think that Charles was ever
hurt by any psalm-singing. He has not the first part of it, altogether too per- fence, and perceived a man dart from The property is in a very dilapidated
been to church, that I know of, since he sonal to be appropriatefor publication ; the back door of the house toward this condition. In 1848 Tennessee bought
gave un preaching at St. Blossom, and and the young folks parted in the lofti- vehicle. The idea that it was Charley \he estate, some 500 acres in all, from
Qore, come to elope with Rose, flashed
never did like it. Indeed, I only wish est good humor. They were to meet
upon
him instantly,and, swinging Jackson’s adopted son and namesake,
once more, to make final arrangements,
he was a little more serious.”
for $48,000 in boitds, the tomb itself
“He’ll be serious enough after I’ve and on the next day but one Charley was adroitly down from the saddle, he seized with the acre in which it is situated rethe retreatingstrangerand gave him a
to row down to the house and get Rose,
had hold of him.”
blow under the jaw that whirled him maining the property of the family.
Rose put on a highly-qnizzical expres- who promised to contrive some means of
The attempt now making, therefore, to
sending Arthur away for a short while. completely around. The man rallied, restore the property to the family is
«non.
“Now, my dear brother, what on earth They were then to return to Cedar Point however, and administered a severe left- simply an attempt to redeem in some
hander upon Lambert’s nose that stagis the use of talking about Charley Gore together, where everythingshould bo in
measure the reputationof the Commongered him in turn. They then clinched
in that way? You have forbidden him readiness,and the knot would be tied.
wealth.— ATem York World.
Unfortunately,however, as Rose and went down, Lambert choking his
the house forty times, you . have forbidfoe energetically, and the otherr endea1
endeavOn a Lark.
den me to see him just as often, and tripped down the shore toward home,
oring to get at a dirk concealed under
have threatened to whip him ever since after this last meeting, Arthnr stepped up
A teacher in one of the Westfield
his coat.
he first— first began to— pay attention behind her and laid hold of her arm.
(Ct.) public schools was startled the
The fight waa a severe one, and lasted other day at the answer she got from
“Yes,” sad he, sardonically, “a very
to me. I am quite tired of your blustering, and know that it means nothing; nice plan. I heard you— all you said— several minutes, much “ science ” being one bright little fellow. On the blackao I advise you to put on a smiling face, bothVou and that lazy, loafing, con- displayed on both sidee, and many con- board was the picture of an ostrich,
let me have my own way, and make the ceited puppy. Run away with him, will tusions exchanged. At length, how- an<T the teacher describedits great
you? lUkethat! Come along, now, ever, Lambert gained the victory, hav- strength and power of endurance, closbest of it”
“I have done nothing but talk, so and we’ll see whether a little quiet won’t ing choked tbe other nearly to death, ing by saying it was the only bird upon
and wrenched the dirk from his hand. which a man could ride. “I know anfar,” replied the wrathful young man, tame you down!”
“Now, you infernal villain, you’ll other,” spoke up a little chap. “ Well,
In
vain
Rose
struggled
and
scolded;
“and now I’m going to act I warn you,
if you care anything for Charles Gore, in vain she insisted that her brother had come here to steal my sister away, will what is it?” “A lark.” Unsuspectnot to let him come here again ; for if I no right-to detain her, and threatened you? When I forbid you the house ingly the teacher asked, “ How can you
•oatch him 1 shall certainly give him the him with all sorts of legal actions, abont again, I want you to stay away!” said prove that, Johnny?” “All I know
worst thrashing any man ever got in which she knew a little less than noth- he, with the heat of passion in his voice. about it,” said the boy, “ is that mother
“ Your sister 1” gasped the fallen man ;
ing. He forced her to go home to her
thistownl”
every little while says father’s off on a
Who the
the d—1 wants her? lark, and when he comes home he looks
your sister
And off he went, and banged the door own room, and locked her safely in. At
forbid me the house?”
en did
did you forbid
supper-time he sent her tea up, and al- When
behind him.
as if he had rode awful fast.”
“ What do you mean? ”
The fact was that Charley Gore was lowed her plenty of books, her guitar,
“ What do you mean ? ”
Brazil is full of impecuniousAmervery much in love with Rose Lambert, etc., but would not permit her to cross
“ I mean that I told Rose that I would icans.
mna Rose Lambert was very much in the door-sill
held the pricelesscasket
Long hours while there amain,
With hope the soul. i£s jewel,
fould soon returni again.
But no! in child-like silence.
As one who walks in sleep,
I heard not and I cared not
For the sound of moving feet.
1

AGENT

A LITE

COMSTOCK,

;

long enough for two. Here he grounded his boat, and sprung ashore.
“ She isn’t here yet,” he sohloquized,
looking at his watch ; “ but the time is
hardly up."

—DAXTKR

.AGENTS RtAD THIS

time slowly and anxiously.She endeavored to bribe her chambermaid to

primitive sort of seat was placed, just

;

'

j

“But then you will regret not,
Around thy path of life
My snowy wings I’ll hover
And guard you in the right.

;

AWNINGS! TENTS!

send a letter to Cedar .Point, informing
Charley of her position ; but the discreet handmaiden delivered the epistle
back in the evening.
to Arthur, who burned it, and informed
When Arthur Lambert forbade him his sister that she need not take the
the premises, they used to fix upon trouble to write again.
various secluded little nooks along
At the hour agreed upon Charley
shore for trysting places, and continued Gore and a friend, who was in his conto meet as before. Charley would go fidence, armed themselves, and, taking
to the house, too, once in a while ; but the lightest and swiftestof the many
he was always liable to discovery,and boats kept at Cedar Point, proceeded to
then there was an inevitable“ scene ” Lambert’s house. Gore did not know,
with Arthur.
of course, what ill-luck had befallen
“ I’m not a bit afraid of him, you Rose, but was prepared for almost anyknow,” said the indolent ex-pastor, “but thing. There was a light in her winthese scenes are so much trouble to a dow, as agreed, and the rest of the
fellow ; they’re too much like work to house was auspiciouslydark.
suit me.”
“ I hope all is well,” said the young
So Rose and ho generally preferred man ; “you stay in the boat, and I will
to meet somewhere out of the house, go to the house alone. If I want you
until Arthur finally set his foot down I’ll whistle.”
that they should not meet at all, and the
He walked cautiouslyacross the litabove conversationtook place.
tle garden that lay between the house
That very afternoon Charley rowed and the beach, and entered the front
leisurely down the bay, keeping well in,
door, which was standing wide open.
near the shore, till he came to a pict- The parlor door was open, too, and the

The son had sunk to rest—
As seated on a mossy bank
She reclinedupon my breast.
Her eyes filled with emotion,

*

t

11

1

luctantly compelled to abandon one attempt after another,till she despaired

when he when

into his property at his father’s
death, he found that even the slight
labor of preparing two sermons a week,
and making his pastoral visits,fatigued
him too much; so he left his church in
St. Blossoms,and retired to his old

Onr thonghts were reaching ever
To pure Elyslan vales.
Where mortals know no sin.
And bright hopes ever grow;
Where there no earthly chain
E'er thralls, as here below.

•

too narrow to climb up

Charley Gore was at the

came

We wandered oft together.
Through woods, o’er hills and dales;

summer evening-

OPIUH

but sundry little escapades he indulged place at the appointed time, and waited
in during his clericalexperience created disconsolately
until it was nearly dark,

There was an angel guardian—
She had no other name—
That lighted np my pathway’
Who lured me on to fame.
Her form was pure as ether:
A smile had crowned her brow;
Her voice waa soft aa evening—
I seem to hear it now.

was one

thrash yon if you ever came to see her
HABIT Sc SKIN DISEASES.
again ; and now I’ve done it.”
“ Who is Rose? I never came to see
Rose.”
ll.LKR, ncii men. Pa,
Arthur thought that this was not
Gore’s voice ; and, now that his first
excitement was over, he perceived that
jorAgyU^ 8en<Hof uUr»
ioj u'iC
the stranger’sshoulders were some•DIHO A Co., Muonic Pab».,7ai
w«y, New York. Buurc of cpnrtotM Mtn.u
what broader than that young gentleman’s.
Methtuhek’s sale (or squms-flnsst np.
“ Why, bless my soul, you— no, you
rights In America—
OlV In um— PUnos
are not Charles Gore ! ”
tent on trial—C*taln«ue tree. MlWDll*
BOHN
Puno
Co., 21 B. 1M11 Street. N. V.
“Gorel Parson Gore! No; he’s in
CRAIG’H KIDNEY CURE, for all
the house there now; he scaled me off!” r|K.
AJ KIDNEY DISEASES. Remedy
“
; failorea
unknown. Send for circular.
Bros. A Cutler. SU
“ Gore in tUe house now! Where?”Paul: Lord. KtoutbursA Co.,
ij A. Smith, Lon“ I don’t know ; let me up— you’re al- don:
Ohio ». vmTj. Dee Moines F.
u«.i. ; W.. Mnddoj,
mnuMiis,Ripley,
mpier, wuio
Steanni. Detmll.Tbe roost popnUr medicineof ths day.
most killing me.”
Lambert was in a predicament. In $11)
T-- to $1000 fortunesarary month. Book sank
the strugglethe rest of the spoons and
IVOi.. N. Y.
forks had fallen from the burglar’s
pockets,and he now saw, for the first
time, what the man’s real object had
____ Shades, Aa
been in visiting the house. Ho did not
Houtta Desplnlnes
'
Prtos-LUt.
want to let him go, yet he could not
stay there, with Charley Gore on forbidden ground.
W|ll P»T AgenU % ttotorjr of 1100 per month and
After a moment’s thought, however, •xw*ni»* or tllow a large cmnmlMlon, to ipII our new
ana woodirfulIneentioni.Wtmmmot wt lay. 6»ruhe decided that he must prevent the plo free. Addrwi SBEBMAN A CO., Mar.hall,Mich.
elopement at all hazards,and, leaving
Williams on the ground, he rushed inAH ABSOLUTS AHD UNFAILINO BKMEDY FOR
to the house and up stairs, with the dirk
still in his hand.
I am afraid that the encounter would
have been a severe one if the two young
men had met, both being armed, and
Lambert being actually crazy with $77
anger. Fortunately they didn’t meet.
Rose’s chamber door stood wide open
cit. .Chicago
the lamp was burning— but she was
M1"
a uai io Aganu cantuiing for the Flr^
gone, and a number of her dresses, etc.,
aide Vlaltor. Tarma and Outfit Proe Ad.
droM P. O. VICKERY. augiuujW.ln.
with her. Lambert rushed down to the
shore, but could see nothing— the boat
CANDIiE---NeFTnvention!
State and County Rights for tale. Bamplea by nail
had gone far out of sight while he was
Address BOX 1 U, 8 teubanytUe, Jeff. Co, Ohio
engaged with the burglar in the back
yard.
Like a prudent young man, he resigned himself to the ruling of destiny,
and made the best of it, as he ought to
month. Every graduate guaranteed a paying aitahave done before. He called up the atloa. Address R. Valentine,Manager, Janeeville, Wla.
trembling chambermaid from the coalhole ; bade her put her house in order,
and pick up the spoons; washed the I
IN KACII TOWN TO NELL MY AKTICLEN.
blood from his face, and sat down to a
NO MONEY REQUIRED till ealee are made. I will
glass of brandy and water and a cigar •end an outfit, with pamphlets to advertise, by mail,
postpaid. Tula la a good opi>ortunity for agenta to add
as cheerfully as the circumstances would something to their income without diking one cent
Witte for particulars to
permit. The burglar had very natural
w. n.
ly absconded, but had carried off noth
MorrUtown, Nt. Lawrence On., New York.
ing with him, and, beyond the pound
ing he gave Lambert, and a little dam
’1
age to some of the parlor ornaments
A Pocket Flnger.N’nllCutter mud Finisher
there was no harm done by his visit ex
Combined.
«
omnmeu. won*
Made uj
vf me ae>i oj .'fee
Steeland Handmmely
cept to himself. The authorities were Mrkel rioted. 1‘atented June 18, 18T8. Its compact form
and aiie,unique design, IU nsefulneeaand its suporiorset upon his track, and he was soon an Ity over the knife wilTat onoe be seen. It it a Mine of
inmate of the St. Blossom jail once Coined Oold for Agenta, adaptad to everybody,
and aelliat tight. Address for terms and circulars to
more.
Agent! and the Trade,and send 25o for sample, C. W.
The next week Charley and Rose set A >' WF.RWOX, P. O. Boi No.»4&7, New York Cityoff on their wedding tour, and when they
returned Arthur generously apologized,
CO.
and offered them the right hand of
First Established I Most Successful!
friendship, which they accepted. They
THEIR INSTRUMENTS hays n aUndard “
now occupy one house— Cedar Point—

angry. She cried
then stormed a
little, and finally commenced making
examinations of the premises, with a
view of escaping. The windows were
high, and the rose-bushes below would
make a dangerous landing-place ; so she
gave that idea up. The door was too
strong to be burst open— the chimney
terribly

•

thought a parson’s life an easy one;

Upon a glorious day;
My aspirationstowered
Among the stars away;
My life was bright and joyous.
My heart was light and free,
And all earth'spleasant voices
Spoke glowingtruths to me.

It

She was

for the first half hoar,
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MEXICAN BANDITS.

A

Further investithe study of this
How They Bob RallitMulTrains and Stage question. A tin box, without top or
Coaches.
bottom, was filled with soil and placed
[Mexican Correspondence.]
in growing grass ; the next morning the
The brigands have reduced the robgrass was loaded with dew, but not a
ice-pitcher is colder.
gations were

made

bing of railway trains to a science. As
trace appeared on the box, and the temeach train is accompanied by a military
perature of the soil was 66 deg., and of
guard, the usual freights and the money
the air 60 deg. This experiment was
in the passengers’pockets are not worth
epeated many times with the same re
the risk of capturing. It is only when
ults. Then a loose tin
tir
cover was
the Government or some banking firm
placed
on
the box ; in the morning the
sends a large ‘quantity of specie on one
top of the cover was dry, but the under
of the trains that there is any likelihood
of an attack; and the thieves seem to side was “thickly studded with drops of
have some sure means of learningwhen water dew.— American Agriculturist.
there is a large sum of money aboard.
The trains on the railway from Mexico
A Model Wife.
to Vera Cruz are usually very long, all
When the peddler rang Mr. Bird’s
drawn by a huge double locomotive. At
the rear end of the train is always a door-bell the other day, Mr. Bird himsmall car, about half the size of the self opened the door. Mr. Bird had the
baby upon his arm, and there were four
others, very much like the “caboose” at
the end of American coal trains. This other children at his heels.
“Is the lady of the house in?” asked
is for the escort or military guard, a
the peddler.
dozen or fifteen men, under command
“Certainlyshe isn’t,” replied Bird.
of an officer. These men, like all the
Mexican soldiers, are copper-colored, “ She is out. She is perenniallyand
eternally out! ”
full or half-breed Indians, clad in very
“ Where can I see her?”
light stuff, wearing sandals, and very
“ Why, go down to the Woman Sufsmall in stature. The specie is on one of
frage club-room ; and if she isn’t there,
tne freight cars that go ahead of the passenger cars— the thieves easily find out go to the Society for the Prevention of
which one. Besides the escort on the train Cruelty to Animals; and if she isn’t
there is a small military guard that there, visit the hall of the Association
meets the train at each station, and for Alleviatingthe Miseriesof the Sengives the country the appearance,to a egambians ; and if she has finished up
traveler by rail, of being full up to the there, look for her at the Church Aid
brim with soldiers and running over. On Society, or at the Ninth Ward soupaccount of this latter guard, the thieves house, or the Home of the One-Legged,
are very careful that the robberiesshall or at the Refuge for Infirm Dogs, or at
be committed between stations. They the Hospital for the Asthmatic, or at
have a very ingenious way of getting the St. Polycarp Orphan Asylum, or at
rid of the militaryescort that accom- some of these places. If you get on
panies the train. They get in the cars her track, you’ll see more paupers and
separately at different stations, and, strong-minded women and underclothwhen the proper time comes, one of the ing for the heathen than you ever saw
band, who has previouslybeen selected, in the whole course of your life.”
“ I wanted to sell her a cold-handled
goes to the rear of the last passenger
flat-iron,
just out. Do you think she
car and uncouples the oar containing
the soldiers. This is always done on a would buy one?”
“ She will if you can prove that the
sharp curve, when the engineer cannot
naked
cannibals in Senegambia are
see the end of his train, and always on
yearning
for cold-handledflat-irons.She
an up-grade, so that the uncoupled oar
will soon stop; and there are plenty would buy diamond breast-pins for
of such places on this steep and crooked those niggers, if they wanted them, I
railroad. Then they go through the believe.”
“ I intended, also, to offer her a new
train till they come to the treasure car,
”
break into it, saw a hole through the kind of immovable hair-pin, which
“
All
right.
You
just
go
down
to
the
bottom, and, when the place is reached
that has been determined upon, the Home for the One-Legged, and perboxes containingthe money are dropped suade those cripples to cry for immovout through the hole. Another part of able riiairpins,and she’ll order 'em by
the ton.”
the brigand party, of course, are await“ Has she any children ?”
ing at the appointed place, and pick up
“Well; I’m the one that appears to
the specie and make off with it as soon
as it is dropped. The specie and the have ’em ; just now, anyhow.”
“Because I have a gum top for a feedbrigands disappeartogether, and the
Government, the only loser, hushes up ing-bottle that is the nicest thing you
the story as much as possible, and ever saw.”
“Now,” said Mr. Bird, “I’ll tell you
seizes another church to make up for
the loss. The passengers, perhaps, what to do. You get the paupers t°
_____
o .....
... .
......
swear they can’t eat the soup they get
know ______
nothing
about the
robbery,
or, if
they do, they know better than to in- ! the soup-house with spoons; they must
terfere. And all this time the twelve : ,ve tt from bottles with a rubber muzsoldiers in the rear car, finding that 1 z
keep you so busy
they are in no personal danger, sit still | supplying the demand that you won’t
and resolve to defend their car to the ! ",ave a c'iauce to sleep. You just try it.
very last
UP the paupers! Bribe ’em.”
The process of robbing a stage coach
tier if I see her ? ”
is very simple. I cannot tell it better !
8‘ie 8 a.vei7 tftrge woman with
than in the words of a man who had a bent nose, and she talks all the time.
You’ll hear her talking as you get within
had the experience
“The first thing we knew,” said he, a mile of her. She’ll ask you to sub“there were forty or fifty brigands scribe to the Senegambian fund and to
around the diligence,and the horses the Asthmatic Asylum, before you can
were stopped. Before I had time to get your breath. Probably she’ll read
turn around, I had a revolverpointed at you four or five letters from reformed
each side of my head, and I was told to cannibals. But don’t you mind ’em.
hand over my money. I had $300 in My opinion is she wrote ’em herself.It
notes along, but I had hidden that in don’t make any difference,but you
one of the cushions,and had only $2 or might mention that since she left home
$3 in silver in my pockets.They helped the baby has had four fits. Johnny has
themselves to my watch and everything fallen out of the pear-treeand cracked
else in my pocket that I cared anything his skull. Mary and Jim have somefor; but my having so little money thing like croup, and Tommy has been
seemed to excite their suspicions, and bitten by Jones’ dog. Ik don’t excite
one of them took me to one side of the her. She won’t care a cent ; but I’d like
road, away from the coach, making me her to have the latest news. Tell her if
bring along a small sachel I was carry- she can manage to drop in here for a min-

with

gasp.

*

The pavement found

to

would about fit him, and he happiness of the one-legged mendicants,
made me put on the old ones. He did or make her asthmatic patients misernot take time to searefi the pockets, as able. Mind and mention it to her now,
clothes

ho was taking clothes and all ; but, when
I told him that I should need two or
three more meals and a lodging before
I got to the end of my journey, he gave
me back the $2 or $3 in silver. But he
loft me a bad-looking specimen, in the
old suit of clothes, though I was better
off than most of the other passengers,
for they were ‘sitting around in their
underclothes, and one woman, whose
clothes had been stolen, was wrapped up
in a horse blanket. Then we went on.”

will you

?

PORE
. TEAS.
_

Resurrection Powders

“All right;

then

I’ll

go in and put

fresh sticking-plaster on Johnny’s

skull.”

And with baby singing a vociferous
solo, and the other children clinging to
his leg, Mr. Bird retreated and shut the

door. The peddler had determined to
propose to a girl that night. He changed
nis mind, and resolved to remain a
bachelor.— Cincinnati Times.

The general belief is

Torn to

?

that the soil ob-

tains water from the air at night by ab-

sorption and condensation to such an
extent as to be of the “ utmost agricultural value,” and that in times of drought
this moisture of the air invigoratesand
sustains plants which otherwise would
perish. The observations of Prof.
Stoekbridge show the soil, from May to
November, both at the surface and five
inches deep, to be wanner than the air;
it is hardly possible that moisture on
the surface in the morning was deposited from the air. A more reasonable
f conclusion is that the vapor which rises
from the surface is condensed as it
comes in contact with the colder air.
The phenomenon of so-called “dewfall” is usually attributedto the supposea fact that soil and plants are
colder than the air at night, and so condense its moisture in the form of
“ dew.” The “ dew ” on the ice-pitcher
is the common illustration to prove the
theory; but, as we have seen, the conditions in this case are the reverse of those
with soil and plant, which are both
warmer than the air at night, while the
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(onaiimptlon,KbrurauiUtuuuU llrimkeii. Other styles very low Correspondencesolicited.

I

dress.

DIRECT FROM FACTORY,

Chew Jackson’sBest Sweet Navy Tobacca

Coup?,

IC.W T.rfc.

Ll

Y.

BAY STATE ORGAN

The Pioneer Tobacco Company,
New York. Boston and Chicago.

Tea

T«~T ««™t.

CURED FREE

TEES!

Matchless”
Wood Tag Plug
*

^

Mn

Meat

merchants.

WARNER BROS.. SSI Brofttway.N.

The Celebrated

i AHEAD
All the TIM.

ll^B

soft and Oexlbls and contains no
bones.Pries by mall, 11. S#.

box.

Oaoucifr, Mew Ubanon,ll.Y.

The vary best gooda
directfrom the Importer*at Half the
unalootL Best plan ever offered to Club Annto and
large buyer*. A.LL KXPRKSB CHARGES FAUX
New terms FREE.

posed to sudden changes,affording prompt re-

I'V

A'?

°UCED

{PRICE. I»I2 WATER

Coliins
Co.
NEW YORK City.
8«.

Sr.

the best by
. tho highworld. Given highest
sward st I'i World's Exposttlonn,and st 1’nrm, 1878.
Bold by Druggist* W.B.Schleflrlln tfc Co., N.Y.

World

of Plays, Dramas. Comeduis. l arce-, F.thiopUn Dramas.
Plays for ladles i>niy. PI ly* for (ientlemenonly. Wigs,

Cures Kidney, Bladder and
Urinary Diseases.Diabetes,
O ravel and Dropsy.Itetention
and Incontinenceof Urine.

Heards, Mustache*. Face Preparations,Burnt Cork!
|

I

“BflCKTRWtHE
MO^f HF0FRHELL.”
Ug one who has been there!
“Rise and

I

\

r

At Pari*. 188/: Viinha.187B; SANTIAGO,1876;
PHit.ADXLPUta,1878; Paiur, 1878; and Grand Swedish
Gold Medal, 1878. Only Amarican Organa aver awarded highest honors st say suoh. Sold for oash or Installmenia. IllustratedCataLOOURSand Clroulare. with
new styles and prioee, sent free. MASON A HAMLIN
ORGAN CO.. BOSTON, NEW YORK, or CHICAGO.

one result At every one for a dozen years
Mason A Hamlin Organs have been found best
They were awarded the gold modal at the Pari*
Exhibitionlast year

Make-up Boxes, New Play*. HAM'l, FKF.NCH A SON,
US East 14th St., Union Square.N’ew York.
Catalogues sent FREE!!!

New York.

Si.,

Flreman’iCapa, Btlta, and thlrtt.

ACEOFULA.—

HIGHEST HONORS AT ALL
WORLD'S EXPOSITIONS FOR TWELVE YEARS,

Each maker of Cabinet or Parlor Organs

Jurley's Wax-Works.Ta reaux. Charades, Pantomimes,
Guide to the StngM, and, lor Amateurs, Mnke-upBook,

28th

K.

lirmnnstraitd
heit h*

advertises his own as beet But the examinations at tho great world’s exhibitionshave but

Largest Assortment in the

129

and Hand Unlforma-Oflleer*'
Equipments,

•

Com
Jrvm

ney's Melon. Marblehead Cabbages, Mexican
and
•cores of other vegetables, I invite the patronageof all
uhti art anxious to have 'their seed directly
the
groicer./resh, true and qf the tery bat tlrain.

V

loon SEW* TO
Pl.OVMKNT.

Go.,

II MILITARY

..............
original Introducerof the Hubbard
itibi
Squash,
‘Phln.

pery.

a

CO., Boston.

Annuul Cnlnloanr of Vegetable and

l lower Meed lor 1H70, rich In enxravlnt*,from
*>rl*tnalphotograph!,will be rent FRKK, to all who apply. Customers ot last aeiaon need not write for It. I
i.rti'rone ol the laryeat collertioia of vegetableaeed ever
rent out by any seed hona* in America, a large rarUon

answer best

Coughs, Colds, etc. 25 oente

Ufr

1

OLIVER DITS0N &

in London is wood laid oh asphalt,
which is allowed to harden before the
wood is laid on. Asphalt is too slip-

lief in

«

Words by Williams
and Sullivan.LIB

The abova three operas aro alike In being easy to etna;
Avsnta Wan Owl everywhere and are all vary pleasing.They need but little scenery,
to aell to fnmlllet, hotelannd
and are eaally given by amateur* aa well a* prufeMionaat
. ,
_ - l»n(*' onnanmers : largeat
Tax BoacKBKit la a jollyKngllthopera,full of Innocent
atock in the country;quality and term* the l>e«t Counwit. and baa flnemutlo. The I .ITT LX Dukk has carefully revised word», and la a charming and gracefulpawduotlon. Pin aroKK la alreadylamous.

Fall of the Moustache. ”

Hislh2£un

HIT’S
REMEDY
STOVE POLISH
REMEDY REMEDY HUNT'!
HUNT’!

Cures Pain in tho Back, Bide
or Loins, Nervous Prostration and Bright'sDiseaseof

the Kidneys.

cures nil Dlseases of the Kidneys, Bladder and Urinary Organa
TRY IIUNT’M
Send for pamphlet to
WM. K. CLARKE, Providence.R. L

REMEDY.

By the BurlingtonUnickrye humorist.

Samantha as a

P. A.

and P.

I.

By JotiahAllen's wife.
The three brightest and best-sellingbooks out. Agents,
you can put those books in everywhere. Best terms
given. Address for Agency, AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., Hartford,C’L : Chicago,III.

WILBOX’S COMPOUND 0?

Haa found

FUSE COS LIVER
OIL AHS LISE.
THE NEW YORK SUN.
DAILY.
4

pages. 65

ota.

a

month

;

£6.60

MONDAY. Ypagea. $1.20ayear.
WEEKLY. 8 pages. Slayear.
THE 8UN has the largest circulationand

*

_

THE

WEEKLY SUN

Is

emphaticallythe peo-

ple'sfamilypaper.

_

LW. ENGLAND. Publisher.N.

S8 I

DAY

wSou^ir;1

T. City.

.

IB

MIGHTY

vnn">-

«TIBBATOR,r^
kB.

1174.

pulmonary troubles that ao often end In Consumption?
If so,. use Wilbor't---Pure Cod
Liver
Oil ana
ami Lime,Lime," a
-----cr vii
safe and sure remedy. No quack preparation, but
^ thB nredlcalfaculty. MinuPd only by
A. B. WiLBOlt, Chemist. Boston. Sold by all dmgglsta.
-

THE ORIGINAL A ONLY GENUINE
••Vibrator** Threshers,

EjggSggSflSSCT

TRUTH

way Into high places Lbe world ovar, and

lag. Ken

U the

cheapest and most interestingpaper In the United
Statee.

Ita

jsar.

WITH mPKOVKO

MOUNTED HORSE POWERS,

I

And Steam Thresher Engines,
rwr ftm. iMtaw « xh, bkaa 4
"•*
*. m4
»W» rm

Msds only by

*r

>*»

pUa.

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

MUSTANG

F

'XCTORXAX*

NICHOLS, SHEPARD & GG
BATTLE CBEEK, MICiX.

,

HISTORY^™ WORLD

It contains G7 2 fins historicalengravingaand 126<1
Urge doublo-column pages, and Is the most completo
Histonr of the World ever published. It tells at sight

A FAMILT MEDICINE THAT BAS HEALEDl

Bend for specimen page* and extra terms to Agents.
Address NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,
Chicago,I1L

MILLIONS DIRING 35 TEARS!

DEMAS’

HUIDHIMT.

SAW AND LATHE.

A

BALM FOR EVERY WOUND

OF|

Pieces

toe otbar macbliiH, wbta one* pot

by Hogs.

EVER MADE

Mr. L. D. Shelton, of Liberty township, met with an accident last

SALES

Friday

which came near having a fatal termination. He has a fine lot of large Berkshire hogs, and in attempting to separate some of them it became necessary
for him to get into the pen, when they
attacked him, knocking him down and

IN

AMERICA.

lad

oa

the

dISaraacn

THE
ENTIRE Threshing Expense*
I (and oflan Hot Tlmra tbalauouai)eaa to made to
"

the Ixtra Orals

and

The Mexican Maatang Linimenthas
been known for more than thirty-five
years as the boat of all Liniments, for
Man and Beast. Its sales today arc
larger than ever. It cures when all
others fail, and penetratesakin, tendon
and muscle, to the very bone. Sold
everywhere.

SAVXD by v*e InprovtdM— ‘fata

all auch

tloM-waatlag aid

f

ralB-waatlag cewta.

aetleae Parfrrtlyadapt'd to all Kind* aad CoodltloMc
Brain, Wat er Dry, Long or Sheet,Headedor BoaaA

to

efcaai*from Orala

le

Saeda

Hakaa no Utt'rin** or SeatUrlBga.

Hoaatod Horn fovarato taalcfc.

*

somewhat easier.— Independence Kansan.

Willard saw on returning to her room
Price, with Lathe, Drilling Attachment, Buzz Saw,
from church, in Holyoke, Mass. Some 90 Designa and 20 feet Holly, $9.00. Saw baa a
revengeful enemy had entered in her *win« of 18 inebea.
absence, and cut the heads out of sevThis Is the Best Combination Scroll Saw
eral cherished oil portraits,gashed the
and Lathe in the Market
upholstery of the furniture, and slashed
a large quantity of costly clothing into
Sent by expresa or freight to any address on reribbons. Mrs. Willard, sat down and ceipt of price.
HARRIS A SAMPSON,
wept.
179 FlfUi A venae, Chicago, HL

^

are;

LARGER THAH EVER.

tearing his 'flesh with their teeth in a
shocking manner. Fortunately several
persons were present and he was rescued almost instantly, but not, however,
until he was so badly injured that his
life was despaired of: He remained for
two days suffering the greatest agonies,
but on Sunday he was reported as being

It was an astonishing sight that Mrs.

Icx'ri.SfsiS! saw: ss&«*>

MAN AND BEAST!

THE0LDE8T&BE8TUNIMENTI
Where Does Dew dome From

PINAFORE.

”

“I will.”

some

8.

THE LITTLE DUKE.

C. II. Dltoon tfcl’o., J. K. Dlfaon&Co^
711 A H43 Broadway. N.Y. 022 Oheatnut 81. Phlta.

:

my

H.M.

Bend 25 eta. for " 10 Raster Carola.”

than any ointment,lotion or embrocation that
has ever been devised.*Physicians admit this
and the popular verdict confirms and ratifies
the professional dictom, and assigns this salvo
the foremost place among the remedies of its
class. Bold by all Druggists.

.

ing with me. He told me to take off ute between now and the Fourth of
my clothes, and I did. The sachel con- July, she might, maybe, wash the baby
tained an old suit of light clothes be- and give the other children a chance to
longing to a friend of mine, much too remember how she looks. But she
small for me ; but he said he thought needn’t come if it will interfere with the

'

OKO^K

N

SORCERER. By GUbart and Sullivan.$L»

K

ahhxam or PamioN
to
rwjdar nbcrtUrt<mly,and anoh clilraa
ln» tiledIn Penalon
Offlca withoutrharyi. January,numb
copy free Send forTu
K? LKMO^Pk
Waahlntton.I). 0. Lock Box

Experience has Conclusively Shown
which were grown on my au aeed farm*. Printtd
that for cutaneous eruptions,open sores, o
thf niohi for cuhitaKou oh tack i>acka>jt. All aeed
leprous exfoliations and rheumatic complaint?,
(ihinlin bt botS /mh anil true to nnm*; ao far, that
Henhy’b Carbolic Salve is more efficacious Miou'd It prove otherwise,/ will r./lllthe order gratU.

^

.

!

The Weekly MorioaL RECORD la the moet luoceeeful,
mn»t Intermilngand uaefulMusical Hetkluayat publlahed.«luu per year. Bend 6 cU. for sample oopy, and
get 60 cU. worth oi mualc, lu any number.

diseased tissues.

e’
,

Soldiers— Pensioners

ai

The Only Way.

;

:

it,

The only way to cure catarrh is Bv the use of
a cleansing and heeding lotion,applied to tho inflamed and diseased membrane. Snuffs and
fumigators,while affordingtemporarv relief,
irritate the affected parts and excite a more extended inflammation. Besides, no outward applications alone can cure catarrh. Tho disease
originates in a vitiated state of the blood, and
a thoroughalterative course of treatment is
necessaryto remove it from tho system. Dr.
Sage’s Catarrh Itemedy has long been known as
an efficientstandard remedy for this disease,
but, to insure a radical and permanent cure, it
should be used in conjunctionwith Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery,the best vegetable
alterativeyet discoveredThe Discovery
cleanses the vitiated blood, while the Catarrh
Bemedy allays tho inflammation and heals the

-

.

DIMM* That Wrecks the System.

Every functionis deranged, every nerve unstrung, every muscle and fiber weakened by
fever and ague. It is, in fact, a disease which,
if unchecked, eventuallywrecks the system.
In all ita types, in every phase, it is dangerous,
destructive. Stupor, delirium, convulsions,
often attend it, and cause swift dissolution.
But when combatfed with Hostetter’sStomach Bitters its foothold in the system is dislodged, and every veetigeof it eradicated,
luat benign anti-febrile specific and preventive of Uie dreaded scourge is recognized not
only within our own boundaries,but in tropic
lands far beyond them, whore intermittouts
and remittents are fearfully prevalent, to bo a
sure antidote to the malarial poison and a
reliablemeans of overcoming disorders of tho
stomach, liver and bowels, of which a vitiate*!,
torrid atmosphere and brackish, miasmatainted water are extremely provocative. All
emigrants and travelersshould be supplied

in
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‘lViss*TOB"Tbroator
OoUUa an tocoaiiandlo!
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0
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Metis

The Richmond Pink Prints
Are printed on strong cloth, in sbsolntely fast colors.They will not fsde by Hght or

washing The onhv

iob'iw

larmcro’ (Sclumn.

by rnoFBseou a. j. cook,

CULTUHAI. COLL

The subject of

KG K.

sturcli chi cose is

now

tiH», much Hiten
press. That it is a
very inferiorsugar, ami often, if not al-

claiming, »nd very justly

j

Stair Hailing, Etc,

------

contaminatedwith

or less

phuric acid

an

<

WORCE STE R’S

<

DICTIONARY

adulterant, is beyond

late

our honey, makes

it

important

they may ask for

and demand such

hibitory legislationas

is

premises. Such legislation
is

is

_

Cor.

contemplated,

_

River & Tenth

-

already receiving the attention of

of April next,
one o'clock In the afternoon, he assigned for the
hearing of said Petition,and that the heirs al law
of the i-ald deceased, and all o'her persons interested in said estate,are required to appear at a ses»lon of said Court, then to beholden at the Probate Office, in Grand Haven, In said County,and
show cause if any there be, why the prayer of the
petitionershould rot be granted:And It Is further ordered, that said petitionerglva notice to the
persons lute ested In said estate, of the pendency
of said petition and the hearing thereol. by esnsIne a copy of this order to he publishedin the
“Hoi, land City News.” a newspaper printed and
circuited in said Countv of Ottawa, for three successive weeks previous to said day of hearing.
A true copy, (Attest.) SAMUEL L TATE.
5—
Judge of Probate.
at

A

Hats

In its vocabulary,

Thursday,the tenth day

Gaps,

0 roceries,

Crockery,
Flour Sl Feed.

FOLLY

ILLOSTfiATED

AND

0NAB8IDGED.

Etc., Etc.

WITH POOR FULL-PAGE ILLDMINATED
PLATES. LIBRARY SHEEP, MARBLED

sts.
38-

V

with tne correct Pronunciation,

Any one of the above articlesmade to order to
any rizu or meaeuro on short notice and at Grand
Rapid* price*.

pro-

necessary in the

I

have just received a large new stock of

Dry Goods,

Definition, and Etymology.

that the public understandthe matter, that

and

River Street,

fact then that it is largely

used to contaminate our sugars, syrups,
and of

Coontv of Oltiiwa. ss.
Ai a session oi the Probate Court of the ( minty
of Ottawa, ho aen-ot the Probate Office, In the
City of Grand Haven, in said countv. on Tuesday. the eleventh day of Match, in iho year one
thousand eight hundred unit seventy-nine.
Present: Hamuki. L Tatk. Judge of Probate. In
the matter of the estate of Robbertus M. do
Bruyn. deceased.
On reading and filing the petition duly verified,
of Abraham M. Kantera. administrator.*with wlli
annexed of said estate,representing that said estate is fnlly administered, and pray iij that a day
may he appointedlor examining and allowing hip
final account, and that ho may be discharged from "
furthertrust. Thereupon It la ordered,that

VAN PUTTEN& SONS,

We

containing considerablym:re than a

100,000 words

! SPATE OF MICHIGAN.

!

Burned out by the late Fire we re-openedIn
tit w store just conplutwdat our old stand on

A largo, han&somo volumo of 1854 pages,

Also Planing, Matching and Resawing.

''Probate Order.

FIRM

our

sul-

render it unprofitable,if not unsafe and

question. The

•

-

done to order.

and other impurities, which

dangerous as

“The nevt exWting English Lexicon.” G.
—London Athenasum.

ScroH Sawinjr of all kinds

lion from the secular

ways, more

*

DOORS, SASH,

Michigan aghi-

SEW

Tho best tiuthnrily. *
luuiglit I
be in every Librltrynlsn in every Academy
tmd in evfrjfJtehiliol.”— Hon. Chan Sumner.

Manufucturerof

and Honey Adulteration.

Artificial Glucose

GE!““

E. E. Werkman,

Come and

EDGES. $20.00

ty

“

SUTMINE,

no

see for yourself,

4w

trouble to show goods.

WORCESTER ”

—-‘—(I

now regarded as the STAN HARD AUTHORITY,
and in ho recommendedby Uiyant,Longfellow,
latures, which leads me to the present in
Compact, Substantial. Econ- Whittier,Sumner. Hoimt-a, living. Winthrop,
omical and easily managed. Agassiz. Marsh, Henry, Everett, Mann. Stephen*,
quiry into the merits of the question. I
Guaranteedto work well and quiney,Felton, Hilliard.Mcmmlnger, and the magive full power claimed. The jority ot our most distinguished scholars,and is,
A prompt delivery free of charge, can
shall consider the subject only as it bears
Engine and holler complete, besides, recognizedas authority by the Depart- be relied upon.
on the producerand consumer of honey.
I Including governor, pump,
ments of our National Goverume.it. It is also
'etc. (and boxing) at the low adoptedby many of the Hoards of Public InstrucP.lfRTS _
That glucose or grape sugar does olten
jrice of
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
tion.
A’rrvoas»ets\
d
Horse
Power
......
$
242.00
contain impurities that are poisonous and
Cosli^fjits f. \
Holland, Aug. 17, 1878.
•‘The volumes before us show a vast amount of
CotnplJintk
•• .......283.00 diligence; but with HV6»fcr it is diligence in comA Sf Ant a,
dangerous is obvious from chemical analyDyiptpsia-.\
OV
** ....... 313.50 binailonwith fancifulness.With Worcester, in
ffroncMUii,
Kln-iUinty
cj Dice A VSale.
Htadacht,
sis, from the poisoning of people who have
combination with good sense and judgment.
JAMES I.EFFEL & CO..
! Leu of A pp elite.
I A E FAULT having huen made in the conditions
\$eUei,/,ites.lr,
\
WORCESTER’S is the sobererand safer hook,
Springfield.Ohio.
used adulterated syrups, and also that as a
of two curtain mortgage*,the one bearing
and m »y be pronounced the be*t existing En- date the
I.aige sample package sent free on receipt of 15
eleventh(11) day of Junnnry, 18(151, made
glish Lexicon.— London Athemrum.
feed for bees It has often caused wide
and executed by William H. Linncr'e and Susan cents, to pay po*tngc and mailing. Agents wanleH.
“The best English writers and the most particu- Linacre, hi* wile, of Georgetown.Ottawa County, Addr.-ss J, p. Mountain, Ogdensburg. N. Y.
spread disease and death among these inlar American writers use WORCESTER as their Michigan, to George W. Densmore of same place,
authority.”— AV if York Herald.
sects. From the fact of its exceedingcheapand recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds
'TMIE
Fine Residenceof Mr. J. Van Landeeund.
“After our recent stVike we made the change to of Ottawa County.Michigan, on the thirteen tli day
ness bet-kepeers have been led to feed
ol
January.ISti'J, at 2 o’clockp. in. in Liber R, of
on the corner ot Tenth and Cedar streets,is WORCESTER as our authority In spelling,chiefly
_____
..... .....
................
to bring
ourselves
into conformity
with the ac- mortgages,on page ft3i>,which said mortgage wuh AITHERKA8 mv wife, Margeiet. hu*. left my licit
it to their bees as a substitutefor honey in for sale cheap.
«-tf
v
and board during the month or Jnny. 1878
cep ed usage, as well a* to gratify the desire of duly assigned by the said George W. Densmore on
furnishing winter supplies. The honey
most of our siafT. including such gentlemen a* ' the 17th day of January.18tt9.to Benton E. Green, wiihnut just cause or provocation, therefore no’Mr. Bayard Taylor,Mr. George W. Smalley,and »"d which said assignment was recorded in the tice is hereby given to all concerned,that I will
f
could thus be extracted and sold for at
office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa County, not he responsible for the payment of any debta
Mr. John R. C. ilassard.’’—A>«' York TiiOure.
At a rerciH e«i *»va
Michigan,in Liber No. 13 of mortgageson page contracted bv her from thi- dale.
least double the cost of the glucose. Other
I •.»*«* i»er rout.
EDWIN R. MARKLK.
2-t. on the 31st day of December. 1«78, at 10)$
A mil lioftcriiilion,
persons, wholly unscrupulous,have fed ii
Holland, Ottawa Co., Mich,, March 1st. 1879.
o'clock, a. in., upon which mortgage ti ere is
The Complete Serlea of
etc., i*
claimed to be due and unpaid nt the date hereto their bees, to be stored in I lie comb, afK
v«.-ii in an extra of
of for principaland Interest the sum of live
H'moritr.
hundred and twenu-flve dollars and eighteen
ter which they have sold it for pure honey.
Sale,
Send lor a Copy.
cents, and also an attorney fee of twenty-five
Al/- HE REAS, default has been made in the payNow it seems perfectly apparent that
(25) dollarsas thereinprovided. The other *aid
r
nient of the money secured by n nu-rtgaue
mortgagehearing date the tenth day of December.
bee-keepershave no right, indeed they
dap d the 13th day of May. A. 1). 1871*.exi cuted by
Offdonsburfifc 2T.7*
1H7U. made and executed by William II. Linacre and
qUARTU DICTIONARY. Profusely Illustrated. Susan Linacre. his wife, of Georgetown. Ottawa Koelof A. Schouten and GijsbmjeSchouten. bis
cannot afford, to use it for either purpose.
Library sheep. $10,011.
A. L. HOLMES,
IP. F. II A /{/USCounty.Michigan,to Guy S. Walden, of the town- wile, of the township of Zeeland.Ottawa county.
For bee food it should never be tolerated,
UNIVERSAL and critical DICTIONARY. ship of Cascade.Kent County, Michigan, and re- ML higan. to Huibcrt Keppel. ol Zeeland, aforesaid. which said mortgage was recorded In the
8vo. Library sheep. 51.25
cor led in the oilier of the I Agisterof Deeds of O'as it is unwholesome.To be sure many
of tlie Registerof Deeds of the County of
ACADEMIC DICTIONARY. Illustrated. Crown ; tawa County. Michigan, on the Hti day of Decem- office
Ottawi and Male of Michigan, in Liber X of mortfed it last winter safely,but last winter
ber. 187''. at S>$ o'elo k p. m., in Liber V of mortBvo. Half roan. $!8>.
gages, on page 95. on the nim-lecnth dav of Augusi.
on page 81. w hich vaid mortgage was duly
Manufacturersof and dealers in
was exceptional.Bees flew every month
COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY. Illustrated. gages,
A. i>. 1871. at 1 o’clock p. in., and whereas, the
assigned b> the said Guy S. Wa.den on the sixl2mo. Half roiyi. $!.,5.
‘aid mortgage has been duly assigned by the said
teenth day of August. 1871, to Milton F. Marsh,
and almost every week of the season. Even
Huibert
Keppel to Jan Bn*, by assignmentbearing
SCHOOL (Element .ry) DICTIONARY. Illus- which sa d assignment was recorded in the office
dale the eighteenthday of February. A. D. 1878,
cider does bees no harm in the autumn
trated.12mo. Half roan. $1.0u.
; of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa County. Mlrhand recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds
PRIMARY DICTIONARY. Illustrated. 13ino. litan. in Liber K of mortgages, on page 'li-i. on the Of said Coui.tv of Ottawa, on the twentv-third of
when they are flying every day. But in
| 2 dli day »f Augusi,1871. and which said mortgage
Half
roan.
3 (cents.
Slippers, Etc. Etc.
February. A. D. 1878, at 8 o’, lock in the forenoon
alterwarus assigned liy the said Milton K.
the winter, when they are shut in for* long
of said dav. in Liber Ni . 4 of mortgageson page
POCKET DICTIONARY. Hbistated. 2lmo. Cloth. w-.s
at No. 71 Washington street,
Marsh on the 12th day of May. 1813. to 1%-titnn K 333. and the same is now owned by him. and
33 ct«.; roan, flexible.H.‘» els.; roan, tueks.
weeks— may be long months— then it is
Green, which said last assignmentw as recorded in
gilt edges, $ UK'.
whereas the amount now claimed to be due on
the officeof the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
that cider and other unwholesome food
said mortgageat the date of this notice,is the siitn
*f**^AAg Many special aids to students, in addition to a Couiilv. Michigan,in" Liber R of iiiurt gages', oti of
one hundred and sixty five dollars and seventy
Having but recentlyformed onr cn partnewhlp. very full pronouncing and defining vocabulary, j |,.,ge 53ii. on the Hth day of Mav. 1873. at kn’elock
bring disaster. Possibly the most refined
eight
ceni* ($135.78). principal and interest,and the
I 1
V
1*
v «
v | in
Ill the opinion III
we wish to infotm our •fellow-cit
zens of (.rand make
Worcester’s
of Hill
onr 111
most dis , u. in., upon which Iasi saiil "mortgH->e there is
further
sum ol tweniy five dollars as an atiorney
glucose would be safe any winter, tliuugil Haven and surroundingtown* that we have a fine ; tingui-hed educators, the mo.t complete,as well I claimed to be due and tlnpaid at the date "hereof
fee. siipiilaledfor in sa d mortgage, and which is
for priueip land in’ crest, the slim of four him
even this is very que.li..n«ble; but were I SfA l”cAy.‘.d,°.
El' 'rihechc,pwl|li.-ii„i.rie„,ron,|a„guai;,.
dred ucd fifty-nine 1. ”•** ami fifteen cents. the whole amount claimed to be due and unpaid
*** For sale by alt Booksellers,or will he sent, 1$ 159.151 and also an altoii.t-y fee of $I5.UI as pm on said mortgage,umliiosuii or proceeding having
been mstiiuted at law to recover the debt now re
carriage tree, on receipt of the pi ice bv
vided therein,and 110 proceedingsat law or in
mainingsecuiedbv add mortgage, or anv part thereequity
having
been
instituted
to
recover
the
debts
, 4
will remain our Specialty,
of- whciehy the power of sale contained In f aid
J. B. LIPPINCOTT!c CO.,
secured by said two mortgages, or that of eitber mortgage lias become operative. Xotr therefore: Xt
atant danger, if lie uses it, of
— Publishers. Booksellers. & Stationers. of them or any pari tb.-reoi ; Now therefor notice nCt thereto, given. lluU by virtueof the powerofsile
the experience of the Kev. J. M. Shearer Qua,i,>’ ,,f work guaranteed, and repairing
is hereby given, that liv virtue of the pow r "f I and in pursuanceof tlie statute in sueli case made
715 and 717 Mamet St., Ptnladelpaia.
done on short notice.
sale contained in said mortgagesand each of them, ami provided the said mortgage will be foreclosed
and others who led glucose, and killed all
.. W1
49 3m
and of the salute 111 such case made and provided In a sale of ihe premise*,therein described, at
A. L. HOLMES & CO.
their bees.
the said two mortgages will be foreclosed by a sale public auction, to the highest bidder, at the front
(JnANn Hatex, Mich., March 1st. 1379. 45 tf
al public vendue ol the mortgaged premises de- door of the Court House, in the city of Grand HaAgain we are not sure that it is cheaper.
scribed in said t*vo mortgagesor so muchtinT"fa«
ven. in said County of Ottawa, on Monday, the
may tie necessary to satisfy the amount due on
It needs carelul experiment to prove that
Sale.
said two mortgages, togetherwith ii creel and Twelfth day of May next. »t one o’clock in
it would not require enough more, from lyilEREAS default lias been inide in the pav
costs including said attorney fees, to wit: all Cat the afternoon of ihat day. which said premises are
certain piece or parcel of land known a> ihe north- 1 dee ri bed in said mortgage,as follows:All that
n
being less nu.ridous, to mure .ban con.we«t quarteri V) "f the north-easi quarter (J4) of 1 tpTtain piece r r lot of land bring and I InglnO'j i\ section numbered thirty-iwo(32)town six ifii north tawa County, and Stale of Michigan, further depeusate for its cheaper price. Straw costs i Koelof a. schmiteuami Gijsbenje schouten, his
of range thirteen (13) west, lying nod being in the ' scribed listen acres 01 land, commencing at the
____ _
wife, of the townshipof Zeeland, < dtawa county,
II A X A E It .
less per ton than hay, yet It IS not a cheap- Michigan, to lluihert Keppel. of Zeeland,afor.I’ountyof(Jttawa ai d State of Michigan,at the (cntrc of Ihe north line of the southwest quarter
front door of the Court House of Ottawa County. | of section twenty four, in township six north, of
erfood. Bees are verv apt in summer
wbkh said mortgage was rcoorjed in thl'
MCIHIGAN.
in the cit v of Grand Haven, in said Comity of oj- 1 range thirteen west, according to ihe United Slates
office of th« Register of Deeds of the l ounly Qf - "''•‘ssjaMXAF,
tawa. and Slate of Michigan, 'hat being the place survey, running thence southerly paralell with Hie
Carry tlieirsupplies of their wiulcr stores ; Gttawa and State I»r Michiiat. in Liber X of mnrt...
for holding the Circuit Court f >r said coun'v : on sectionline to the highway, thence along the
lip to tile honey boxes and sections; lienee I'flfi, at one o'clock,p. m., and 'whereat, the said n'l**" ft general Ranking. Exchange,and Collec- Saturday th« 1 2th day of April,
boundary of said highway to a point f 0111
the bee-keeper who fed glucose could 1 moria-‘&e ,ltt8 been
by the said Hui- I lb'll business.Collccii. Mis made on all points in At one o’clock in the afternoon of that
which a northerlyline paralell with the first r
bert Keppel to Jan Bos. by assignment,bearing 'l*6 t nH‘*d States and Europe. I'articmar afen
Dated. Gkasd Haven. Janu-rv 2 1879 '
section line) shall include ten acres, then- e northnever be sure, unless he took pains to ex- date the isth day of February. A. 1). 1878. and re lion paid to the collectionsof Han ,s and Hanker*
BENTON E GRkEN
erlv from said poii.tto the tortl, boundary line of
'Assigneeof 'said )h,rt rages. '‘ai,i west quarter of section twcnlv-ionr.
tract the surnlus in anrino— wl.iiliilp i ^fded in the office of the Register of Dccdn of the R-jniittancesmade on the day of payment. All
ran tut .urpius in spring Wlilt.ll Ut PU1,i conutv of Oitawa. on the twenty-third day of bultnes, intrusted to me shall have prompt alten- Low iso A Cimiss, Attorneys for said Assignee1.thence westerly along said line to the place of
beginning.
would rarely do — that he was not sclliu'* February, A. D. 1878, at 8 o'clock in'tlieforenoon; ti'»n. Interest allowed on time deposits, subject
48-l3w
Dated February llth, A. D. 1879.
,
° t of said dav. in Liber No. 4. of mortgsges. on page . to check at sight. Foreign exchange bouglit and
JAN Bos. Assigntf of Mortgagee,
adulterated honey the succeeding Slimmer. 303, and the same Is now owned by him; and su'd. Tickets to and irom all points in Europe
PI
I
<)f 8,1 kinds, TUMORS, discharges
Gio. W. McBuide. Attg. for Assignee.
This alone will nreclude every honest
,he ft"1'"”'''“'w claimed to be due on *oM at my office,
!i
HLtJODor mucus, and all diseases
l ills Uionc will preemue ever) nontsl bee- said mortgage at the dale of ibis notice is the
1* ly
JACOB VAN PUTTEN.
of the RECTUM nuicklv ai d perkeeper, when he comes to rightly under- ,,f ,,nu hundred and sixty five dollirsand seveiitNfectly c 'red hv a simple and soothing REMEDY.
..
eight cents, principaland iutereat.and the further
For information, address
stand the mutter, from ever feeding glu- . sum of twenty-five dollarsas an attorney fee. supJ*^wrigB>g0Ottl©.
DR J. FABER A CO., W Ann 8t.. N. Y.
C0S6 Under UQ V nrctense Soever to his liees I "Ifttcd for in said mortgage, hnd which i* the I'\LT At LT having been made in Die conditions
1 2tiw
^scunner nuy iirticDac soever W) ms oees. whole amount claimedto be due and unpaid on
of an indenture of mortgage, da ed. ac
IN Ottawa or Allegan Counties in exchange for
1 rcai estate in the City of Holland.
But, says one, does not the chemist tell
mortgageand no suit or proceeding having knowledgcd and delivered, on the tweniv-sixih
Inquire at this Office.
,, ,
.
) been institutedat law to recover the debt now re- <lay of March. A. I). 1877. bv Jacob Van d,
51 tf
that honey IS a mixture of cane and grape ( maining secured by said m >rig.ige, or anv pin I Roovaart. of the city of rhicago. Illinois, to
!
sugar; Whttt harm, then if we add a little , lh?l[e,,f-"hereby the power of sale tontainedin : Henry Wesiveer. ol the same place, recorded in
The undersigned,an old and retired physician,
j said mortgage lias become operative;Xow there- | Die oillceof ihe Register of Deeds, of Ottawa
having been permanently cured of the much
more of ihe glucose (hull would naturally ./ore notice is hereby given, Dial by virtue of the i Uounty.Michigan, in Liber > o. 5 of innrtga"e* on dreaded diseaseCONSUMPTION, by a simple!
i
:
be found in onr hnn#.v
°r Hlk’ ttn(1 pursuanceof the statute in ; page tl\e hundred,on the thiniellidav ' of remei.y. i^ anxious t-» make known to bis fellowJust published,anew edition of
ut tounu in our none}
; guc|, c.,ge made and provided, the said mortgage 1 March. A. 1). .377. and aligned bv Hei.ry VVcst
sufferarsthe means of cure. To all who desire ii.
DB. CULVZBWZLL’S CELEBRATEDESI answer that sugar of flowers and 8U- 1
k,r‘,<’l',f‘C(> by u sale of the premises there- I Veer, on ihe uintli dsv of December.' \. I). 1878. bv
he will send a copy of ihe prescription used. FREE
SAY on the rar/fca/ct/re( without med1 in described, at public aucion, to the higbesi bid- ! an insirnnieiit
in writing, to Gerrit A Konin *. of OF CHARGE, with diieclions for preparing and
icine)of Spcmiaiorrhipa
or .vemlnal
gar of Starch or glucose are not identical, der. at the front door of the Court House, in Hie the city of Holland, Michigan. The nssi-Mim-ni u-ing the same, w liich will he fouml u sure cute for
Weakness. Involuntary Seminal Losses. Ini|oThev mav cive the Hnme re.wti-nnwin, | city of Grand Haven. In said county of Oitawa. "f 'aid mortgage was on 'he tbiricenth day ol Con*un‘iition.ratio rh, Ilronchi’is.Asthma, Xer- tincv,
Mental and I'hyslra! Jncouicity. Impcdi
1110} may give me same reaction with on Monday, the Twelfth day of
A. 1). 1879, recorded In the office ot the vousiuss,dec.,<tc,, «{-c. Addre-s vvidi stomp.—
mentsto Marriage, etc.: also Consumption. Epilcopper, as shown in Trommer’s test, but | next, at one o'clockin the afternoon of that day: Registerol Deeds, of Ottawa countv. Michigan in
epsy and Fit* induced by self-indulgence i r sexual
DR. C. .STEVENS.Brockvllle, Out.
Liber No. 4 of mortsage*.on page four liniidred
the nicer test of taste Rhowa them o, I,,. 1 which "aid premises arc describedin said mortextravagance. Ac.
uie nicer test oi taaie snows tlicm to be uag« a* f0||»Ws: A1| that certain piece or parcel of and thirty eight. Whereas,there is now due and
l^T’ Price in sealed envelope, only six cents.
wide apart. 1 believe that the suirur of ,an(l ,,*,uattfdin Ottawa County and State of Mich u paid at the dale of ibis notice,one hundred ami
'l l,o celebrated author, in this admirable Essay,
j igan mm
and tiurHi
described
as uiu
the wvfi
west uiunirt’iuu
eighteenthmm
and llilriveight dollarsfor principal amt interest, also
a
i •
,
uu'i an
!
clearlydemonstiales.
from a thiro years’ successnoWers as found in honey i? nearly if not I 50-11*0 acres off of the n-*rth-easiquarterof the lun (lollttrsa* an atiorney fee provided for in said
ful practice, that the alarming consequence* of
mortgage,if proceedingsam taken to loreclose
north
we«t
quarter
of
sestlon
iwenty-flve
In
townquite as widely removed from grape su- ! n1,,.rlh rtwl ,i!,.art?rur •‘ey'ion iwenty-flve in town- the “ame. ami no suit ut law or in chancery havin''
\SS Improved farm, containin'; self-abuse may be radiculh cured withoutthe danp FIRST-CL
tp six.
-ix. north of tango thirteen west, also a piece
6
ship
piece
. - --------- - ------gerous use of internal medicine or the application
» bunt «,( or 120 acres ol land, situated with
gar as is cane sugar. I believe that the
j commencing
........
.... .
the °r la ....... said county
in the
l*) in reach of HolbindCity us a market, for panic of the knife, pointing out a mode of cure at once
sxid mortj'Hj'e. or anv part thereof: XUict is hereby
:n ...... . . .1
I of the Jennlsou road at the north-west corner of
simple,certain and cffcctml.bv means of which
Chemist Will soon And tests that will not Hiram Andriea' land running thence south fifty given,that by virtue of the poAerof sulccontuincd ulars. inquire of
every sufferer, no mailer what tils condition mav
R. A. SCHOUTEN. M.D.
in said mortetueand the statute in such ca«e made
at the Drug store. Holland. Mich.
he. may cure himself cheaply, privately undKioion'y prove this, but will give quick .WUami provided, the said mortgage will be loreclosed
cally.
0688 of the presence of even a minute por- 8 ’‘Dip of land two rods wide and fifty rods long to by a sale of ihe mortgagedpremises, or so nmcli
thereof as shall be necessaryto pay the amount
This Lecture should be in the hands of
for Sale.
, i. * ...
I i»ud owned by Jan Bos. said laud being on the
every youth and every man in the land.
tiou of glue se in our lioney, so minute east half of tne south-west quarter of section du- on said mortgage, for principaland Interest,
I will soil eighty ncres of splendid chiy
said
attorne*
’* fee and the cost and expensesof
Sent under seal. In a plain Envelope, to any ad
that even the person who feeds glucose or twenty-four. In township six north, of range thir advertising,foreclosureand sale, allowed bv lax, at soil, six miles Irom this city. Near church
teen west, containingone acre and seventy-six
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
public
auction
or
vendue,
to
the
highest
bidder,
on
and school house, at a bargain, flU acres post stamps.
grape sugar for winter stores solely will rod* of land accordingto the government survey,
Monday, the nineteenth day of May, A. of this land is partiallyimproved. Also Address the Publishers,
be the same more or less.
not be safe from penalties or prospective
Dated. February 11, A. D. 1879.
D. 1879. »! "tic o’clock in the afternoon of said
JAN BUS. Assignee of Mortgage. day. at the iront door of the Court House in Hie city 40 acres of unimproved land in the Townlaws.
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
co„
Gbo. W. McBuide, AU'\j. for Assignee. M3w
of Grand Haven, Oftnwaconnly,MichLnn.dhat heWe see then that the health of our bees,
inz the place of holding the Circuit Court for Un42M. D.
41 Ana St., Nov 7o:k; Post Office Box. 4686.
said County of Ottawa and State of Michigan).
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our tnaikels and our people, all cry

against the use of this article.Disregard
of these counsels has already dealt a stag
gering blow to our reputationabroad, so
that our foreign markets are seriously injured. It is to be Imped that Congress
(State legislationwould be but a partial
cure) will speedily follow the example of

GEO.

BRUNER

s,

-

........

Wire, Twine and

Hr ash.

Howard

SEVENTH AND FISH

STS.

prtciTlist.

Our neighbors have dug out many hun- No. 1
M 2
dred peed trees, after several yeais. cul<
•

ture, have discovered them to be worthless

seedlings. This loss might have been
avoided by cutting off the branches close

•i
•

t

ic

above the trunk,

in

the Spring, and

budding

three of the new shoots that would spring

foith the following Autumn. All the
young shoots should be permitted to grow
the first Summer, otherwisethe growth of
the feirieftwould be too vigorous, and the
bark to coarse loo work well. Such trees
may be budded late In September,or even
later.

he premises to he sold are described In said inort-

„

and Manufactoryon the Corner of

Office

'1

County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, and
described a* follows,to-wit: the west half of loi
numbered seventeen (17). In block numbered
thirty-eight(33) in the city (latevMage)of
Holland,
in the County of Ottawa, State of Michigan,according to the recorded map of said city.
Dated, Holland. Mich., February13,’ A. D. 1879
GERRIT A. HONING.

Manufacturerand dealer in

the various European governments, by
passing stringent laws against all possible
adulteration of honey, making it a serious
penal offence to put any but absolutely
pure honey on the market.
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Millinery
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•

A

The stand Is one door west of G.
Sun’s Hardware Store.

1878.

VAN

largest

.

and finest variety of Worsted Goods.

Ilaveikate A

ZOEREN.

____

all colors

and

sizes,

Satin Ribbon, something entirely new,

i

L.

W. BUTKAU,
J.
14,

.

Gloves and Hosiery of

_

J.

.

Full line of Winter Cloaks and Shawls.

The

The undersigned announces to the Public that
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market. and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair

Trade.

large Block of

a

Standard Trimmings,Bonnets, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Luct Collars, and Silks.

—

dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactiontf
thoae who wish to favor them with part of theh

Pancy Dry Goods,

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,

FIRST WARD.

Holland. July

1

And

MEAT MARKET
— I3ST

WINTER. 1879.

I

Att'ys for Assignee of Mortgage.

BRUNER.

Holland, Mich.

FALL AND
!

Assignee of Mortgage.

McBride

Iftll

Please call and see samples af

mmi mm

HOWARD.

&

S.

double
etc.

TAN DEN BERGE,

I

EIGHTH STREET

holla

jsrr>,

MICH

